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PREFACE 

PREFACE 

This report is the result of countless discussions, interviews 

and observations. I have attempted to draw together the experiences 

of over ten months, twenty countries, and two distinct geopolitical 

regions of the world. It is the result of living with people of 

different social, linguistic, and religious backgrounds. For example, 

between the lines of this report, the reader should find the "blood, 

sweat, and tears" of working as a volunteer farm laborer on an 

Israeli kibbutz*. As a sociological report, it will include my 

personal corrments and observations. 

Although the research was planned months in advance, the 

results were by no means always 'expected'. The report will include 

many hours of reading newspapers, journals, books, and listening to 

lectures and radio programs. 

In essence, the experiences from my sabbatical represent a one 

year geography, history, sociology, anthropology, international 

relations and foreign language course. 

My interest in traveling to Europe and the Middle East has no 

specific beginning, but is rather the result of a lifelong personal 

interest in diverse people, their ethnic groups, family, religion, 

population and other related issues. As a sociologist, it was a 

broadening educational experience that will add more of a 

* listed in glossary 
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cosmopolitan perspective to the classroom. Consequently, as a 

teacher, I will be able to use cross-cultural illustrations in my 

lectures to enhance my presentation of the material. 

The research mentioned in Section 2 is the result of 

observations and surveys conducted at two public comprehensive 

schools in England. These results are not necessarily generalizable 

to any other population. The research was intended to be a pilot 

study and exploratory in nature. The information conveyed to the 

members of my department was gathered from those universities 

specifically listed in Section 3. They are however, clearly 

representative of universities in their respective countries. 

It is my sincere desire that the reader of this report will 

gain an added appreciation for the value of sabbatical leaves as a 

result of the enthusiasm contained within the pages of this report. 
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PURPOSE 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

The purpose of my year long sabbatical leave was to travel and 

conduct an independent study. As a sociologist I expect: (1) to 

maintain a broad awareness of the world in which I live, (2) develop 

techniques to enhance classroom instruction, and (3) make a 

contribution to the Mount San Antonio College community. 

My travel took me to twenty countries in Europe and the Middle 

East. I had the opportunity to visit local cultural events and 

observe and mingle with the populace. I took many pictures to 

document my observations. I will share these with students and 

colleagues. Some are included with this report as examples of 

various sociological scenes (see 'Slide' section). 

The next phase of my sabbatical included visits to over twenty 

universities in Europe and Israel to investigate the 'state-of-the

discipline'. I met with a faculty member and/or administrator at 

each one of the schools mentioned in Section 4. I collected many 

course outlines and course descriptions in order to determine the 

content and methods used (see appendices A, B, C, and D for 

examples). I conducted recorded interviews with a representative 

sample of these schools. These results have been presented to the 

Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Philosophy with an outline 

enclosed in Section 4. 

The third phase of my leave involved conducting survey research 

on a small sample of both Israeli and English high school students 
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(a copy of the survey instrument is included in Appendix E of this 

report). The data for the Israeli sample is incomplete, and this 

report is based solely on English and American data. I have written 

an article entitled "Use of the Taylor Johnson Temperment Analysis in 

a Comparative Study of English and American Subjects" and will submit 

it to the British Journal of Social Psychology and others for 

possible publication. As a result of my survey, I met the headmaster 

and headmistress of two comprehensive schools in England. I learned 

about the educational systems at the secondary and higher levels. I 

interviewed the principal of the kibbutz school about kibbutz 

education. This experience helped refresh my research skills and the 

article will serve to illustrate the use of the TJTA to my sociology 

students. 

The last phase involved a review of the literature on staff 

development in Europe. This information is presented in Section 5 as 

abstracts of articles read. I interviewed three administrators of 

European universities to determine the staff development programs at 

their prospective schools. To my surprise, I found that the concept 

of staff development is not prevalent in higher education. Most staff 

development programs are directed at teachers at the primary and 

secondary levels. 
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SUMMARY 

A SUMMARY OF THE SABBATICAL LEAVE 

The following represents a synopsis of my sabbatical leave. 

Each point will be expanded under the appropriate section within this 

report, where applicable. 

1. The duration of the sabbatical leave extended from September 1984 

to June 1985. 

2. Twenty countries/principalities were visited. 

3. 25,000 miles were actually driven with over 30,000 total 

miles covered including flights, ferries, trains, etc. 

4. The Atlantic and Mediterranean were crossed twice. 

5. I was a volunteer worker on Kibbutz Shalom for nearly three 

months. 

6. Some of the cultural events visited included: 

a. The Royal Shakespeare Theater presentations of Hamlet 

and Henry IV, England. 

b. The Vienna Boys Choir singing a Mozart High Mass, 

Austria. 

c. The Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by former 

prime minister of England, Sir Edward Heath, Israel. 

d. Papal blessing in Saint Peter's square, Italy. 

e. Celebration of Christmas in 'Manger Square' Bethlehem, Israel. 
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f. United Nations session on the development of the 

economies of the 'Third World', Switzerland. 

g. Livestock auctions in Ireland, Scotland, Italy, and Israel. 

h. Scottish Ballet performance of Cinderalla, Wales. 

i. Hurling match, Ireland. 

j. Bedouin marketplace in the Negev Desert, Israel. 

k. National Symphony Orchestra of the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republic, Austria. 

l. University lectures, Ireland, England, Spain, Italy, 

Israel. 

m. Mass, Notre Dame Cathedral, France. 

n. Mosque of Omar, Israel. 

o. Shabbath services at The Great Jerusalem Synagogue, Israel. 

p. Health spas, sports centers, Ireland, Austria, 

) France, Scotland, Germany, Israel. 

q. The Knessett, Israel. 

r. Lunes de Aguas, Spain. 

s. Semana Santa, Spain. 

t. Beer Gardens, Germany. 

u. British Broadcasting Company, England. 

v. Bullfight, France. 

7. Some of the more notable sociological points of interest include: 

a. Stonehenge, England. 

b. Waterford Crystal factory, Ireland. 

c. Red Label Scotch Whiskey factory, Scotland. 

d. Grinding stone and orange juice factories, Israel. 
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e. Wedgewood China factory, England. 

f. Massada, Jericho, Megiddo, Qumran archeological digs, Israel. 

g. Lebanese, Jordanian and Egyptian-Israeli borders, Israel. 

h. Dachau, Germany. 

i. American military installations, Germany. 

j. Omaha Beach and Normandy Beach, France. 

k. Goebel (Hunmel) factory, Germany. 

1. Mercedes-Benz factory, Germany. 

m. Champagne factory, France. 

n. Cemeteries. 

o. Wool factory, Scotland. 

p. Ghettos. 

q. Sugarcane pickers, Portugal. 

r. Salt mine, Austria. 

s. Perfume factory, France. 

t. Acropolis, Greece. 

u. Leather factory, Italy. 

v. Olive pickers, Greece. 

w. Evening in home of Professor from University of Haifa, Israel. 

8. The following is a partial list of museums visited: 

a. Freud's House, Austria. 

b. Anne Frank's House, The Netherlands. 

c. Goethe museum, Germany. 

d. Gutenberg museum, Germany. 

e. The Holocaust museum, Israel. 

f. Beethoven's birth house, Germany. 
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g. Unteruhldingen-lake dwellers village, Germany. 

h. The Alhambra, Spain. 

k. Louvre, France. 

1. Vatican Museum, Italy. 

m. Uffizi Museum, Italy. 

n. Marc Chagall Museum, France. 

o. Prado Museum, Spain. 

p. Mozarteum, Austria. 

q. National Archeological Museum, Greece. 

r. Shrine of the Book, Israel. 

s. Versailles, France. 

9. I visited over 20 universities in about 10 countries, talked 

with many faculty members, students and administrators, and 

sat in on numerous lectures and tutorial sessions. 

10. I conducted my survey at two comprehensive schools in England 

and on a high school 'mossad'* which includes students from 

three kibbutzim* in Israel. 

11. I took over 60 rolls of film to help document and illustrate 

the visits mentioned above. 

* listed in glossary 
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KIBBUTZ 

THE KIBBUTZ: THE EXPERIMENT IS NOT OVER 

Introduction: 

The following article is an attempt to describe the culture on 

Kibbutz Shalom* (Kibbutz Shalom is a fictitious name for the kibbutz, 

to protect their identity and allow a freer discussion of kibbutz 

life). This article is in no way all inclusive of kibbutz life but is 

the result of a case study on one kibbutz. Although I had the 

opportunity to personally visit over five kibbutzim*, the conclusions 

drawn are based on Kibbutz Shalom. Due to the focus of this article, 

the relationship of Kibbutz Shalom to other kibbutzim and the kibbutz 

federation* to which Kibbutz Shalom belongs will only briefly be 

) described. The reader should bear in mind that not all kibbutzim are 

alike and the differences between kibbutzim can be quite significant. 

For example, some kibbutzim are wealthier, some have older 

populations, some are 'observant'* and in some, the children sleep 

with their parents. 

Kibbutz: The Experiment Begins 

What is a kibbutz*? What is its origin? What are the major 

values of the kibbutz? The result of my interviews and observations 

has brought me to the following conclusions. A kibbutz is a social 

experiment that developed in Eastern Europe at the end of the last 

* listed in glossaryu 
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century and the beginning of the present. It was the brainchild of 

disillusioned and yet idealistic Jewish Zionists*. These Jews were 

disillusioned with the direction and implementation of the 'new' 

socialist idealogies under Lenin. On the other hand, they were very 

aware of their Jewish identities and background and wanted to help 

establish a Jewish homeland. They were not as concerned with the 

location of this homeland as they were with the social direction that 

the homeland would take. Many were members of various Jewish youth 

movements such as the HaShomer Hatzair*. These people, mostly young, 

were interested in creating a socialist utopia that eliminated the 

various evils that they saw in their respective societies. 

During the early part of this century, land was made available 

for settlement in the Middle East by the Jewish National Fund. So 

many of these groups formed cornnunities that would 'aliyah'* to this 

new land and eventually set up this new society. This was the 

beginning of the kibbutz. It was a socialist-utopian experiment that 

would develop a Jewish homeland as well as create a "new man 11 The• 

ideology of the kibbutz is based on shared governance, cornnon 

ownership, equality, work, and a return to the importance of land and 

its related resources. The kibbutz is then a conmunity whose social 

organization is based on a socialist-utopian ideology. The land is 

not owned by individuals, and thus cannot be bought or sold. The 

'haver'*, members or comrades, live with a socialist understanding of 

governance where the cornnunity is the ultimate power and authority. 

Each member works for the good of the whole. If a member works 

* listed in glossary 
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outside the kibbutz, his/her paycheck is given to the general fund 

for use by all. The principal relationship is between the member and 

the conmunity. Allegiance to the whole is expected, and is evidenced 

by the children reared outside of the parents' home. This was 

originally to ensure the proper place of the conmunity over the 

family. Although, it is important to note that this description is 

true of some kibbutzim and not others. 

The kibbutz that I was affiliated with is part of a larger 

federation. This federation pools the resources of many, for the 

benefit of the individual kibbutzim. For example, each kibbutzim 

contributes to the federation manpower that is used on projects of 

conmen interest. The federation also represents the individual 

kibbutzim to the Knesset*, as well as to foreign governments. There 

are three major kibbutz federations, each with its own uniqueness.
) 

The Kibbutz Artzi*, in which I was involved, is considered the most 

'leftist-socialist' of the three. It has been closely affiliated with 

the labor party 'Mapam'. 

A Farm Cormnune 

The kibbutz is located near the Biblical city of Nazareth in 

the prophetic and apocalyptic valley of Jezreel. It is in the 

northern part of the country within minutes from the port city of 

Haifa. Surrounding the kibbutz is a tall chain link fence with 

barbed wire on top. Upon entering the main gate, there is a guard 

house with swinging arms that controls entry. The roads and 

* listed in glossary 
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buildings are well used and in some cases in need of paint and 

repair. The kibbutz is located on a small hill with its farmland and 

orchards surrounding it. The kibbutz factory is located just inside 

the main gate on the left side of the street. Across the street, are 

some family housing in the form of apartment buildings. At the top of 

the· hill are the children's houses and kibbutz offices. These 

buildings are old and look much like barracks. From the top of the 

hill, one has a panoramic view of the entire kibbutz and the 

surrounding valley. Here the dairy farm with corrals, milking house, 

feed storage silos and feed bins can be seen. There is also a view 

of the chicken houses and incubator building. The storage areas for 

the various farm implements, with numerous tractors of all sizes, 

are also within sight. Looking south, there is a construction project 

that includes some new apartments for the members. Just behind these 

are the fruit orchards of avocado and various citrus trees. The 

orchards continue around the perimeter of the buildings for 180 

degrees. There is a gymnasium, swimming pool, tennis court, and large 

dining hall which is the most popularly used building on the kibbutz. 

The dining hall, also known as the 'chadar ochel'*, is the hub 

of social activity on the kibbutz. It is where three meals a day are 

served, where the kibbutz general meetings and other conmittee 

meetings take place, and where guest speakers and special 

performances are held. The dining hall is where Shabbat* dinner is 

celebrated with family and friends every Friday night. In this same 

building, the job assignments are posted. These assignments list both 

* listed in glossary 
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the job and location on a daily basis (see appendix E for an 

example). Next to where the job assignments are posted, is the 1club 

house' for the members called the 1 moadon 1 *. 

In very broad terms that Americans can relate to, the physical 

appearance of Kibbutz Shalom looks very much like a farm labor youth 

camp. The kibbutz in general, with building location and appearance 

as examples, seems more concerned with function rather than 

esthetics. It is the type of place where people live and work, and 

the evidences of external symbolic status are minimally visible. A 

pamphlet given to volunteers puts it this way. 

"Kibbutz is our home. The door is the gate and the 

walls are the barbed wire. This may be just a little 

hard to understand, but try. We eat together in a 

) corrmunal dining room and put our children to sleep 

together in a corrmunal children 1 s house ••• ; the 

dining room and the children 1 s houses are rooms, 

part of our home ••• You might think that you are 

coming to a surrmer camp--after all, we have 

swimming pools and dining halls and live in the 

country--but this is our home all of the time ••• " 

(Yael and Avi) 

* listed in glossary 
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Life as a volunteer 

I was accepted on Kibbutz Shalom as a volunteer temporary 

worker. I first made contact with the 'Aliyah' office in Los Angeles, 

where I met a member and resident of the kibbutz who suggested that 

his kibbutz would be just the place to do my research. He put me in 

contact with the kibbutz and the door was opened for my visit. His 

duty as a representative of the kibbutz federation is to recruit 

potential new immigrants to the various kibbutzim in Israel. After a 

short interview, lengthy application, and a complete physical, I was 

notified that I would be accepted as a volunteer worker. 

Volunteer workers are generally single people from around the 

world who wish to donate their time to a kibbutz for a minimum of one 

month and a maximum of one year. The age limit is between 18 and 30 

and children are not allowed. For those who arrive in Israel without 

any prior commitment, the various kibbutz federation have offices in 

Tel Aviv where most of the volunteers are interviewed and assigned to 

a kibbutz. Most of the volunteers on Kibbutz Shalom were Western 

Europeans and Americans. Germany and the Scandinavian countries were 

overrepresented in relationship to the other European countries. Most 

were young, seeking new experiences and/or leaving some 1 bad 1 

situations back home. Although most of the volunteers are non 

Jewish, there seemed to be a definite empathy for the Jewish/Zionist 

cause in Israel. They displayed an interest in learning the language 

and culture, including the various issues of the kibbutz. There are 

J 
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many cases where volunteers actually become members of the kibbutz. 

This usually takes place by marrying a member and converting to 

Judaism. 

The role of the volunteer has become an increasingly important 

one. During the past fifteen to twenty years the kibbutz has 

undergone many significant changes. These changes include a decline 

in the number of young people becoming members, an increase in the 

average age of the members, and a tendency for members to prefer the 

'non-manual labor' occupations. The result is that the kibbutz has 

been left with a need for young people to work in the less desirable 

positions in the corrmunity. These jobs have been filled mostly by the 

volunteers. This means that the volunteers are the 1braceros 1 of the 

Israeli Kibbutz. They are seasonally occupied, have little clout, and 

are relegated to the lowest levels of the communal system. Their jobs 

include fruit picking, cleaning, dishwashing, laundry, landscape, 

fieldworker and laborer. 

Within the kibbutz community, the volunteers' world is normally 

separate from the mainstream kibbutznik. 11 
••• many volunteers feel 

isolated from the kibbutz in the volunteers' 1 ghetto 111 {Yael and 

Avi). The volunteers are generally transient, young, non-hebrew 

speaking, and therefore it takes a real corrmitment on the part of the 

corrmunity to accept them. Many kibbutzniks I met were quick to point 

this fact out. "Many of us, quite frankly, are tired of taking the 

initiative with volunteers. We've been burned in the past 11 {Yael and 

Avi). 

J 
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I was fortunate, for a number of reasons, to be accepted. Being 

an American was no great advantage, because American volunteers do 

not have a good reputation. Americans do not seem to do well as 

farmworkers and tend to complain about their jobs and other aspects 

of kibbutz life. The result of these preconcieved notions the 

kibbutzniks had about me was more motivation to 11 prove 11 myself and 

eventually I was able to overcome these prejudices. I soon developed 

many meaningful relationships. 

My specif_ic jobs included picking fruit, washing dishes, and 

cleaning the gymnasium and dining room. I also was a helper in the 

kibbutz factory and on the landscaping crew. I was expected to work 

six days a week, six hours per day. We reported for work according to 

a schedule (see appendix D) which was posted every evening. A typical 

day would look something like this. 

5:30 Wake up and get ready for work. 

6:00 Breakfast in the dining hall. 

6:30 Leave via tractor to the citrus or avocado orchards. 

10:00 A fifteen minute break of cookies and coffee or water. 

12:30 Leave the fields for lunch in the main dining hall 

1:30 Shower and time to get any needed supplies. 

2:00 Relaxation, free time, visit friends, write letters, 

naps (due to late evening hours). 

6:00 Dinner in dining hall. 

9:00 Various activities including volleyball matches, 

movies, lectures, cornnittees, or visit friends. 

11:30 Deep discussions about Arabs, United States, future 

of the kibbutz, etc. 
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As a volunteer, I received everything that I needed for my 

basic care. Toothpaste, soap, towels, clothes, shoes, coffee, 

cigarettes and food were provided for us. I was housed in what 

appeared to be the most primitive area of the compound. I was 

assigned a single room, about 81 x 81 
, that resembled an old, worn 

out, military barrack. I was given a portable heater and coffee pot. 

The room was furnished with a closet with drawers, a wooden platform 

with a mat (this I assumed was the bed) and a hanging lamp that was 

made out of a feeder from the chicken house. Apparently, based on the 

graffiti on the wall, the previous resident wasn't satisfied with 

kibbutz life (or maybe with life in general). 

The Society and Culture of Kibbutz Shalom 

The kibbutz is a subcultural social organization in Israel that 

includes approximately four percent of the population. Its influence 

in the overall society is clearly visible and does not correspond to 

the number of members. It can best be described as subscribing to 

three major values. First it has shared governance and direct 

political participation which is best illustrated by a distinct 

absence of manifest status rankings and role descriptions. Each 

member has one vote, can participate in whatever level of the 

decision-making process, and can serve in any capacity that he/she is 

elected to. All decisions of any importance are made during the 

members' general meetings. Although there is a Secretariat* elected 

by the members, the role carries little manifest benefits. In fact, 

* listed in glossary 
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when I would ask the kibbutzniks who the most important person on the 

kibbutz was, most would try to avoid a direct answer and inform me 

that there was no 'one' most important person. 

The second characteristic value found on Kibbutz Shalom is 

communal ownership and collective responsibility. These values can 

be seen in the lack of private ownership by the members. Each member 

works, whether on or off the Kibbutz, for the good of the whole. If 

he/she works outside the kibbutz, their paycheck is given to the 

general fund. Money gained, for example, as the result of reparation 

for the concentration camp experience must be given to the kibbutz. 

When a person joins the kibbutz, all their money earned from past 

employment goes to the community. Each individual is expected to 

behave as if the entire compound is their home. They do not own their 

rooms or any particular area of the compound but in fact, 

collectively own it all. If a member decides to leave the kibbutz 

they are usually sent off with a sum of money but they do not sell 

any of their part in the commune. This cultural value is also 

evidenced by the collective living arrangements. As a child, one is 

required to live in a house with peers and be cared for by a member 

called a 'metapelet'*. These living arangements begin shortly after 

birth and continue until the child, now a young adult, is given a 

'chedar'* for themselves. The idea behind this type of arrangement, 

is to develop ties with the peers and other members as the primary 

relationship. The family relationship and allegiance is seen as 

counter productive to this socialist ideal. Part of this value is a 

* listed in glossary
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conscious attempt on the part of the socializers to create a 11 new 

man 11 
, one who would model the socialist-humanist ideal. 

Emphasis placed on work is a third characteristic value 

evidenced on the kibbutz. Originally, the idea of the collective was 

that all work was of equal value and that the labor of some would not 

be the profit of others. Today, even though the system has 

compromised on the the Socialist ideology of not profiting from 

another's labor, the work ethic is still taught and stressed through 

many facets of kibbutz life. The children are all assigned tasks 

almost as soon as they can walk. Each is held accountable for 

household chores and other assignments delegated by the metapelets. 

The whole educational process of the older children is surrounded by 

the emphasis that work is what life on the kibbutz is all about. Each 

high school student is given a job to do both when they are at school 

and on their home kibbutz. The most respected jobs such as, 

bookkeeping and purchasing, are rotated monthly with cleaning or 

child care. Productivity is essential for the survival of the 

kibbutz. During more recent times, the mechanization and introduction 

of manufacturing industries to the kibbutz has altered the emphasis 

from agriculture to manufacturing. One might conclude, therefore, 

that life on Kibbutz Shalom is work and that work on the kibbutz is 

life. 

The preceding three cultural traits respresent those that are 

most significant. The following list includes others that I observed 

during my stay: 

1. Utilitarianism- the value of people and things is 
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a function of their utility. 

2. Conformity {external and internal)- adherence, both 

visible and ideological to the kibbutz's philosophy. 

3. Latent Social Control- no visible enforcement 

agency, but rather conrnunity pressure. 

4. Implicit Moral and Social Responsibility- each member 

is expected to understand the difference 

between egoism and altruism and be governed by 

their conscience. 

5. Indirect Patterns of Conmunication- gossip and 

'word-of-mouth' is quite prevalent and used as 

as a means of social control. 

) 
6. Secularistic- very little evidence of any religious 

life but much anti-religious sentiment. 

7. Nonmaterial Sanctions- work is its own reward. 

8. Humanitarian Ideals- service to conmunity and country 

is valued. 

9. Political Awareness and Activism- politics and kibbutz 

life go 'hand-in-hand' exemplified by numerous seminars 

and programs on the kibbutz which· increase members 1 

political awareness. 
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Each of these values in combination are what make the kibbutz a 

unique sociological experience. They are the basis from which all 

social life on the kibbutz is governed. 

J 
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THE UNIVERSITIES OF EUROPE 

The following is a list of universities I visited: 

Edinburgh University 

University of Paris V 

University of Oxford 

Pontifical Gregorian University 

University of Salamanca 

University of Manchester 

Autonomous University of Madrid 

University of Rome 

University of Montpellier 

University of Nice 

London School of Economics and Political Science 

University of Madrid 

Pontifical University of Salamanca 

University of Galway 

University of Dublin 

University of Bath 

Cambridge University 

Haifa University 

Johannes Gutenburg University 

University of Barcelona 

Glasgow University 

University of Liverpool 

University of Valencia 

Oranim (Haifa University) 
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OUTLINE OF REPORT TO SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

OUTLINE OF REPORT TO SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

Sociology in Europe: An Examination of The Field 

I. Introduction 

A. Background to traveling to the universities 

B. Qualifications and Limitations 

C. Importance of international perspective 

II. Universities visited and contacts made 

III. General description of the educational system in Europe 

IV. Sociology and its place in academe 

A. Col'J'IJlon currents and trends? 

B. Faculties and Departments 

C. What is the current value of Sociology to the individual? 

D. What is the current value of Sociology to society? 

V. Pedagogy 

A. Is there a core of the course? 

B. What are the various styles of presentations? 

C. What are the required assignments? 

D. What texts are used? 

E. How are students evaluated and graded? 

VI. Conclusions and Reconmendations 
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THE STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS OF EUROPE: A LITERATURE REVIEW 

Abstract: 

11A Teacher Center, British Style: An Innovative Approach to 

Inservice Education" (Swiniarski,1982) is a report on the _T.F.Davies 

Teacher Center in Bradford, England. Swiniarski states that the 

'teacher center movement' is new to the U.S. but is not new to the 

English educational system. She states that the _T. F. Davies Teacher 

Center could serve as a model for centers in the U.S. 

The center is located in a converted manor house and serves as 

the center of teacher gatherings for the Bradford School District. It 

is a place where teachers socialize, conduct seminars and receive 

international visitors and dignitaries. It contains lunchroom and pub
) 

facilities that help in creating a relaxed atmosphere. The center's 

main function is to "provide in-service training, to promote 

curriculum development and to manage an educational resource loan 

service". 

Although the faculty are given no financial incentives for 

using the center, it appears to be widely and constantly used. The 

programs are planned by the teachers themselves and are not mandatory 

or graded. Teacher competence and confidence are stressed and are 

guided by 'educational specialists'. These specialists aid in 

coordinating the courses offered by the center and by publishing 

booklets. Exactly how the positions of the specialists are funded is 

not clear in the article. 
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The center offers a variety of resources to teachers. These 

include audio-visual, materials on pedagogy, as well as traveling 

exhibits for use in the classroom. Some of this material is directed 

to the special needs of the school district and may not be available 

elsewhere. 

Apparently, the major problem is financial. The budget 

available is not sufficient to meet the increasing demand for the use 

and upkeep of the center. It was noted that vandalism and maintenance 

are causing a hardship on the center. 

Abstract: 

11 Wider World of In-Service Beckons •.• 11 by Bert Lodge (Lodge, 

1978), is an article on Department of Education and Science proposals 

for in-service training in England. The proposals represent the 

11most concrete11 suggested forms of in-service training handed out at 

the government level. The suggestions include: 

*Staff conferences on aspects of in-service training to 

begin on Friday mornings, during school time, and run 

through Saturday afternoon. 

*University award-bearing courses for groups of staff, many of 

which are based on activities in their own schools. 

*An in-service training consultant, who should be an outsider, 

for every school. He or she could be an adviser, teacher's 

centre warden, teacher from another school or college or 

university staff. 
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These proposals would be implemented by the local districts 

with some funding coming from the Department of Education and 

Science. Apparently, the government has given the schools permission 

to release 3 per cent of the teaching force per year for in-service 

training. Lodge suggests that one member of the staff coordinate all 

the activities of in-service education, noting that simply posting 

available opportunities is not enough. 

Abstract: 

John Batten in an article "In-Service Education in Teachers 

Centres. A Suggested Approach" (Batten, 1973) states that "the 

principles thought to hold good for the practice of curriculum 

development in schools also holds good for planning the provision of 

in-service education for teachers". His suggestion is that clearly 

stated aims and objectives be used in the teacher centers and that 

these same goals and objectives be used in evaluating effectiveness. 

His belief is that most of the 500 teacher centers are operating "by 

no coherent theory of innovation". He compares the English centers 

with their American counterparts by referencing an article by 

Havelock in The British Journal of Educational Technology (Havelock, 

1971). Havelock proposes three models for teacher centers: the 

'social-interaction model' based on formality, the 'problem-solving 

model' which is set up to help teachers realize their own "needs" and 

the 'research, development and diffusion model' with its emphasis on 

experimentation. 
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Regardless of the model employed, Batten contends that the key 

element in the staff development process is the attitudes of the 

teachers. He addresses this issue by suggesting that the word 

"development" rather than "innovation" be used to diffuse negative 

attitudes toward in-service programs. He gives other suggestions all 

with the aim of increasing the involvement of the faculty in the 

process. 

In addressing the issues of teacher centers, specific aims, 

goals, and objectives are offered. These aims include, "make explicit 

the needs of teachers in local schools and to develop attitudes 

favourable to innovation as a means of meeting those goals". It is 

his assumption that many of the aims and objectives would be 

implemented using the various models suggested by Havelock as they 

are deemed appropriate by the individual centers. Each center using
) 

whatever model or models would by necessity, require administrative 

and district support. This support could come in the form of 

physical supplies and space or simply through patience in relation to 

the relative slowness in achieving these goals. Yet, in the final 

analysis, Batten states that the ability of the centers to 

demonstrate their effectiveness through concrete evaluation will 

determine their priority. 

Abstract: 

Due to declining enrollments and 'static' faculties, Michael 

Bruce believes that the 1980s will see a growth in staff development. 

In his article, 11 Inservice Education Grows Massively in Western 

J 
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Europe 11 (Bruce,198O), he comnents on the findings of two large 

research projects. The first project was done by, The Center For 

Educational Research and Innovation of the Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development, CERI, and the second by the Conmission 

of the European Conmunity, CEC. According to GERI projections, 

teachers will face greater teamwork, more individual counseling, 

greater participation in planning and management, as well as more 

'action research'. CEC, on the other hand, sees a 'polarizing' of aim 

between conservatives with their emphasis on the basics and the 

innovators or the 'radical view• of education with their emphasis on 

change. The real question is, as Bruce points out, whose 11 interests 11 

are staff development programs geared for-the needs of the teachers 

or of the institution? This is the concept of staff development. 

Bruce also cites two programs as examples of what has been and 

is being done in Europe. The first example given was the result of 

the British James Commission report that was implemented in Liverpool 

and in Northumberland schools. This pilot program categorized 

teachers by years of employment and then proceeded to organize in

service for each particular group. For example, the post-probationary 

teachers, referred to as the 'induction year', were given a 75% 

reduction in load and extensive training both in and out of the 

school settings. The second example cited was in Milan, Italy. A 

private organization was developed for the professional preparation 

of teachers. Its basic orientation attempts to equip teachers by 

presenting the 'context• rather than merely presenting methods of 

education. 
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As to the future of staff development, Bruce states that "it 

seems likely that most of Europe will move toward a system of 

reciprocal obligation: the obligation of the public authorities to 

support and finance in-service courses and of the teacher to pursue 

further study 11 Similar to the American dilenma, the bottom line is• 

the availability of revenue. Schools have static faculties ready for 

in-service programs and yet school districts are faced with a 

declining student population and its corresponding loss of revenue. 

Abstract: 

Roberto Pasini in "The Training of Teachers in Active Service 11 

(Pasini, 1983), outlines 1 aggironamento 1 
, the staff development 

process, in Italy. 'Active service' refers to currently employed 

classroom teachers. Pasini states that the traditional assumption of 

) staff development is that the teachers have had prior training, which 

has not been the case. Thus, he prefers the concept of 'training of 

teachers in active service' which does not make that traditional 

assumption. 

Any teacher training, according to Pasini, must deal with the 

continual process of change. 11 This is a process that proceeds bit by 

bit, along a tortuous path, with serious delays, but nonetheless 

moving all the time 11 
• As a result, two objectives emerge for 

implementation in staff development programs: "overcome resistance to 

change in the teaching body and encourage an attitude favorable to 

transformation" and "provide new areas of competence both in the 

individual disciplines as well as in methods" for structural changes. 
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The article concentrates on the 'institutional framework' in 

which these programs will be carried out. Pasini identifies the 

various changes the have occured on the national, regional, and 

district levels in Italy and the new 'norms' that they have produced. 

These include: (1) school administrators must recognize the necessity 

of training and provide the resources as needed, (2) 'updating' is a 
' right and duty of teachers, (3) the training must be "linked to 

concrete realities of each individual educational institution •• ", and 

(4) a model must be developed using experimentation and research with 

imput from all segments of the educational system. Each of these new 

'norms' create many issues that must be decided and reconciled if 

staff development is to be successful. For example, Pasini questions 

whether the format of the programs would be open, which means 

"collaboration with the outside world, and in particular with the 

world of production". 

He concludes the article with a proposed 'transitional 

strategy' which includes suggestions for developing manageable 

programs that are both structured and yet flexible. The stress is on 

using existing resources, autonomous and flexible programs and 

changing with the changes of the society. 
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CONCLUSION 

) 

Any sabbatical leave of this magnitude carries with it inherent 

dangers. I had planned for over a year to accomplish certain tasks 

that, due to circumstances beyond my control, I was not able to 

realize. For example, in the staff development aspect of my report, 

encountered some difficulties. The various universities I visited 

did not have visible staff development programs and the research 

material that I included as abstracts on staff development dealt with 

primary and secondary education. Also, the faculty members and 

administrators I spoke to viewed my sabbatical with minimal interest 

and therefore, it was with great difficulty that I was able to gather 

the information that I did. Yet each of these experiences gave me 

greater awareness of education and its current "state-of-affairs" in 

Europe and Israel. 

Another problem surfaced while I was on the kibbutz. Access to 

various aspects of the kibbutz society were limited by the nature of 

my relationship with the conmunity. As a volunteer- the lowest status 

level on the kibbutz, my movement and questions were not taken 

seriously by some. Also, at the beginning of my stay I was informed 

that I would be treated the same as every other volunteer. I was not 

to expect any special favors either because of my age or because of 

my profession. I encountered some resistance in conducting my survey. 

For example, the principal of the high school told me: "what the 

kibbutz needs is for you to stay and help us, not to conduct surveys 
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about our students 11 
• This is one possible explanation for the absence 

of my data mentioned in the Purpose Section of this report. 

Were it not for the help of two kibbutznik friends, this 

experience would have made it more difficult or impossible to 

accomplish my goals. 

Despite these few exceptions, my sabbatical leave was very 

successful. I have developed slide presentations for my introduction 

to sociology and marriage and family courses. I will also give 

lectures and slide presentations to the Child Development classes in 

both the Sociology and Home Economics Departments. I have included an 

article on the kibbutz culture and value system as supplemental 

reading for a section on culture in sociology courses and a research 

article to illustrate the research process of science. I will speak 

to the staff development committee about my interviews and 

experiences with the professionals in this area. I will make 

reconmendations to them regarding staff development and sabbatical 

leaves. I will present a sunmary of various aspects of my sabbatical 

leave to the faculty-at-large through a slide presentation. 

During my sabbatical leave I was able to accomplish most of my 

expectations. It was a personally rewarding and refreshing 

experience. It gave me an opportunity to greatly expand my frame of 

reference and to experience other parts of the world. This has 

already affected my classroom experience with the addition of many 

interesting cross-cultural illustrations and slides that document 

various observations that I was able to make. I have returned with a 

renewed enthusiasm for what takes place here at Mt. San Antonio 
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College. I was able to make some determinations of my students 

strengths and weaknesses in relation to students in Europe. I was 

able to evaluate my class content and requirements in contrast with 

my colleagues in other higher educational settings. I have decided as 

a result, to implement more reading and writing assignments than I 

previously required. I found the European and Israeli students to be 

11 us 11more knowledgeable about than we are about 11 them 11 
• Therefore, I 

will include more cross-cultural information to allow students to 

better understand the European and Israeli culture and society and 

the interrelatedness between our various societies. 

The sabbatical also afforded me the opportunity to contact and 

establish relationships with colleagues from sociology and related 

disciplines in various parts of the world. I was able to renew my 

interest in study, as a result of being confronted with the interests 

of others. I was able to dialogue about the issues that face 

teachers and the more specific issues that the sociologist faces. 

These experiences will greatly enhance my abilities as an educator. 

As a result of this sabbatical, I became a part of a kibbutz 

'family'. The experience of living with people of different racial, 

cultural, religious, and economic backgrounds was an experience that 

cannot easily be duplicated. The kibbutz experience was one that 

allowed me to see a social experiment in progress, and have an impact 

on its outcome. As a consequence of discussions that I had with 

kibbutzniks, many were able to re-evaluate their positions on various 

community issues. During this time, I was also challenged to 
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evaluate my own personal philosophies and renew my commitment to 

education and the learning process. Many of these experiences are 

already being conveyed to my students through discussions and slide 

presentations. For example, in my marriage and family classes, I have 

demonstrated a renewed commitment to the the concept of the family 

within the context of 'community'. 

It is my sincere desire that the Board of Trustees and the 

various committees of Mount San Antonio College that deal with 

sabbatical leaves will gain a sense for the benefit of leaves as a 

result of my report and enthusiasm. It was and will continue to be an 

experience of tremendous educational and personal value. 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

December 15, 1983 

Mr. D,avid ~"edina 
Campus 

Dear Mr. Medina: 

In a preliminary review by the Salary and Leaves Committee, your sabbatical leave 
application, in its present form, has been determined to be: 

Acceptable for consideration 
Acceptable with information 

x Questionable 
Unacceptable 

Please see the attached review by the Salary and Leaves Committee. 

A grace period has been established to allow the Salary ar.ad Leaves Committee to 
request additional information from applicants. Some applicatioa.s submitted were 
found to be questionable or unacceptable for various technical arrid/or procedural 
reasons and are being returned to the applicants for additional information and/or 
clarification and/or revision. 

No ranking of applications has been done at this time. To give equal opportunity to 
all applicants, the Salary and Leaves Committee has agreed that you may if you so 
desire make changes in your application. Whether you make changes 0r no changes in 
your application, the Salary and Leaves Committee will give equal consideration to all 
applications in the ranking procedure to determine the order of recommendations for 
sabbatical leaves to the Board of Trustees, i.e., evaluation and ranking will be based 
on the complete application. 

Any changes in your application will be made as a written. addendum. Please return 
the enclosed application and addendum to the Personnel Office by January 4, 1984. 

Sincerely, 

df~cM~. 
Walter W. Collins, Chairperson 
Salary and Leaves Committee 

myw 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 

Personnel Services 

SABBATICAL APPLICATIONS 
1984-85 SCHOOL YEAR 

Salary and Leaves Committee's Preliminary Review: 

Applicant's Name David Medina 

1. PotentialJy, a very good sabbatical idea, but the proposal needs moT~ sptacifics 
about &abbatkal aetiviti.es and the practical results of such activities. 

, 
Have you made arrangements for visitations to universities and colleges as listed 
in your proposal? What is the minimum number of visitations to colleges and 
universities? 

3. Explain your "interview" methodology. 

4. Need more evidence of the "concrete" results of your- sabbatical activities.. 

5. Explain how you will be "reviewing, literature" and what you will be looking for 
in your review of the literature• 

.. 
../ 

https://aetiviti.es
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.

- -- •• ' i "'" l Ul"HU COLLEGE 
Salary and Leaves Committee 

APPLICATION FOR SABBATICAL LEAVE 

oav·, d J 
.I

Name of Applicant ______.....________M;..;;;e..;..d...;..i"""n=a____________________ 

Address ___P,_.;._O,_.;._Bo_x___5_1_1___7__o_r_a_n-=g_e...:;,_C_a_1_if_o_r_n_i_a________________ 

• 

Employed at Mt. San Antonio College beginning __Fa_1_1_·_19_7_6________~ 

Dates of last sabbatical leave: 

F~m ____N_IA___________ N/ATo 

epa. - ____________"tmen• Sociology, Anthro., Phi 1os. Socia 1 ScienceDivision 
/ 

D 
., 

~ ------------
Len~th- C?.f sabbatic:aJ le,ave requested: Purpose of sabbatical leave: 

One semester ___ Study ___ Independent Study
Fall ___ -sprin~ ___ and Research ---

.'Two semesters _,Qx__ Travel --- Combination :. · 
.. · (specify) Trave1 and~ 

Adm"in.istratiYe --- Independent Study 

-) NOTE: Sabbatical periods are limited to contractual dates of the academic 
year• 

.Effective dates fot4 proposed sabbatical leave: 

From __s_e~p_te_,m_b_e_r_ 1_9_8_4_·_·_ _ ____ To June 1985 

and ._(if taken over a. two ·school year periQd) 

' From _ - _ ·To _____________________________ ~~ :' 

-
i Atta·ch a comprehensive, written statement of the proposed sabbatical activity(ies) 

including a description of the nature of the activity(ies), a timeline of the 
activityCies)., an itinerary, il applicable, the proposed research design and method(s) of 
investigation, if applicable. . . 
Atta-ch a statement of 1he anticipated value and benefit of the proposed sabbatical. 

I activityues) to the applicant, his/her department or service area, and the CoJtege. 

Any change or modification of the proposed sabbatical activity(ies) as evaluated and 
appr·nv~-.o,v the Salary an Leaves Committee must be submitted to the Committee 

r 

December 1, 1983 
Date 

7 - · --

l f . reconsi era 

-- ·· .. 



_ 

--------------

__ , • a V"- .::>/\~tiA TJCAL LEAVE 

_J Page 2 

Applicantis Name ___D_a_v_id_J_t_1e_d_i_n_a____________ (] , , 

·_ The acknowledgment signatures reflect awareness of the sabbatical plan for the 
purpose of personnel replacement. Comments requested allow for recommendations 

.] pertaining to the va!ue of the sabbatical' leave plan to the College. Applicants must 
obtain the signatures of acknowledgment prior to submitting ,application to the Salary 
and Leaves Committee. 

] 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT BY THE DEPARTMENT/QIVISION 

] Signature of Department Chairperson ~~ /!J J~ 
Comments: 

] 
/H-1✓i 

_,=->,__________________

Signature· o:f Divisfon Chairperson (_j~~ 
Com·rnents: 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT BY THE OFFICE OF INSTRUCTION 

Signature of Asst. Superintendent/Vice President, 
Instructlonal &· Student ·Services Date ---

Commen-ts: 

1 
l FINAL ACTION BY Thr:~-SAl:,ARY AND LEAVES COrvtMITTEE: 

Recommend approval to the Board of Trustees 

____ · Not recommend approval to the Board of Trustees 

Signa'ture - Chairperson, Salary and Leaves Committee Date ' 
Signature - Authorized Agent for the Board Date 

·myw 
10/13/83 
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· TO: Salary and Leaves Committee 

] _ 
FROM: David J M2dina 

-SUBJECT: Application ~or Sabbatical Leave 

DATE: December 1,1983 

] 
PROLEGOMENA 

] A "sociologist is a person intensively, endlessly, _ 
shamelessly interested in the doings of men. His natural habitat 
is all the human gath~ring places of the world, wherever men come 

] 

_] together. The -sociologist may be interested in many other things. 
But his consuming interest remains in the world of men, their 
institutions, their history, their passions" (Berger, 1963). As a 
sociolDgist, I am constantly expanding my knowledge and 
understc1nding o-f this compl e}: world in which we live. The subject 
matter o-f sociology is continually changing as we deal primarily 
with contemporary social issues. Education is also undergoing] change as technology and knowledge expand at an exponential rate. 
R. Buckminster Fuller said recently, bn education automation, 
that "in the last half-century, we have graduated frc,m a local 

] 

] twelve-mile-radius daily domain into a world-around 
multithousand-miles-radius daily domain, as a consequence of . our 
ability to alter-our own ecological patterning''(Fuller, 1979) To 
be e-ffec:tive, as a sociologist and educator, it is imperative to 
grow and broaden one"s frame of reference, and it is in that 
spirit that I submit my proposal for a sabbatical leave for the 
1984-85 school year. 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this sabbatical is threefold. 

] 

J 
1. To broaden my world view through increasing my knowledge and 

experience of the sociocultural environments of Israel and the 
European continent. 

2. To investigate the pedagogical. and theoretical ur1derpinnings 
of college and uni v-ersi ty educators in these tl-'JO regions of the 
world..J. _) 

3. To research the in-service/staff development literature and 
programs 4or the college and university professoriate in Europe. 

• 
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.] · tlITHODOLOGY 

The proposed research·methods employed to satisfy the above] ·-
stated objectives are to include, but are not limited to, 
participant observation, field research, interviews and review of 
the 1 i ter~ture.] OBJECTIVE 1,. I will live and work in a kibbutz in Israel 
-fer a minimun one month and possibly for as much as three months. 
During this time I will work alongside with the Israelis 

] 

] observing them as .a coworker/volunteer on the kibbutz. I am 
especially interested in studying the family and the educational 
system on tlhe ldbbutz. As a prelude to my stay I will be 
reviewing some of .the social/psychological literature included as 
an appendix to this application. 

I also, propose to travel throughout Europe visiting at 
least, but not limited to~ G~e~t Britain, Spain, France,] ) Germany, Italy, S1,,d-tz.erland!I Lw•:ernbour-g, and Belgium (a more 
detailed itinerary -follows>. This wi 11 include 11 1 i vi ng II with the 
people and ·vi si tfng the homes, schools, chur-ches, social 

] 

] gatherings:, and social and cultural'affairs of as many of thGlse 
countries as possible. 

OBJECTIVE 2, I will observe (a) the current methods of 
teaching and <b> the content of social science courses, with 
special emphasis on sociology at colleges and universities in the 
above mentioned countries with special emphasis on English and 
Spanish (I· am -fluent in Spanish> colleges and universities. A] 1·ist of some of the'" colleges and universities that I will visi·t 
f ol.1 ows. - ·--............... 

OB~ECTIVE 3~ I propose to review the pertinent research in] the -field o-f in-service/staTf development which is included as an 
_.appendi>: to this application. Also, I wish to meet with and 
discuss the var.ious programs off-ered to college and university 

] 

"] pro-fessors by the various institutions. I will interview, where 
possible, as many staff development professionals and tour the 
various teacher training and staff development centers at the 
i nstitut ions. 

] 

] ~ 

"] 
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.] ITINERARY 

t:1Qnih 
.] Sept. Spain, Portugal 

. 
Oct~ Fran_ce, Engl and, I rel and] · 
Nov. Germany, Switz., Bel.,Lux., 

J. Dec. Italy, Israel 

Jan. Israel 
...] 

·Feb. Israel 

] March England 

April Return to U.S .. 

] 
ITINERARY OF UNIVERSITIES AND QQbb§§§§ 

,.; 
~] ) (not necessarily in this order) 

.] ·Universidad_Complutense De Madrid 
University of Madrid 

] Universidad Autonoma De Madrid 
Autonom·ous University of Madrid 

.] Universidad-De Salamanca 
Uni versi ty-·of Salamanca 

J 
....... 

Universidad Pontificia De Salamanca 
Ponti~ical University of Salamanca 

Universidad De Zaragoza
] · Uni v-ersi t y of Sar-agossa 

-J Universite Des Sciences Humaines 
University of Human Sciences (Strasbourg II) 

.] 
Universite Paris VII 

University of Paris VII 

] 
Universite De Nice 

University of Nice 

') 
.. . . -·- - . .-



] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] . 

] ) 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] -. 

_] 

] 

] 
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Universite De Montpellier 
University of Montpellier 

Karl-Mar>:-Universitat Leipzig 
Karl Marx University of Leipzig 

Kunsthochschule Berlin 
CollEge· o-f Fine and Applied Arts 

Padagogische Hochschule 
Karl Friedrich Wilhelm . Wander 

College of Education 

Ponti-ficia Universitas Gregorianan 
Pontifical Gregori-an University 

Ponti-ficia Studiorum Universit.as 
AS. Thoma Aquinate in Urbe 

P:onti-f.ical University of St. Thomas Aquinas in Rome 

Universite De.Lausanne 
University cf Lau~ai:ine 

British Academy 

London School of Economicsand Political Sclence 

University .cf Cambridge 

. University cf London 

University of Manchester 
. 

£ducati onal lnst·i :~ute of Scotland 

Much of the anticipated personal val·ue of this sabbatical 
l.ies in the i.ntan9ible r -.ealm of e>:periential knowledge, which is 
very di4~icult to quantify and specify. The shear exposure to our 
neighbors will make me a more urbane, cross-culturally exposed 
person. It should afford me the opportunity to reflect on me as 
an individual~ an -American, and a member of the human race. It 
will give me more of a -■ sense of place" and 11 feel for today." 
Since I have 'been teaching for ten ( 10) years it wi 11 be used as 
a .re-freshing break -from the hectic college routine. My students 
.will benefit -from my renewed vigor, vitality, and the e>lperciences 
that this trip will afford. I will also be a role model for ~y 
students illustrating the idea the education is a lifelong 

.. 

https://Universit.as
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process and teachers are interested in staying informed and 
current. 

Since sociology originated in Europe (Robertson, 1977), 
especially Germany, France, and England, it will give me a better 

. grasp and understanding of its history. This will . be translated 
into my lectures and other teaching tools that will directly 
beneTit the learning process in the classroom. The contact and 
e:-:posure with my European colleagues and students that this 
e:>:perience will provide wil_l enable me to e>:amine my courses and 
update and/or a.lt~r my course material and presentation. My 
interest and courses in marriage and the family will greatly 
beneTit with new insights on relationships from my observations 
of families and people in general throughout the world. I will 
develop a new segment in each of the classes I teach to discuss 
the -family of the kibbutz. This will include lecture and 
audiovisual techniques. 

Finally, as a senior member of the college-wide staff 
development committee, I am in the position of implementing ideas 
and suggesti -ons tt-iat I obtain from my research. Our school has 
been struggling with var-ious staff development models and are in 
the process o-f setting one in motion that might be able to use 
some alterations• .The bibliography is e>:tensive and current and 
my observations will give me the information to make informed 
recommendations and offer s ·uggesti ons to the Di rector of Staff 
Development .and the committee. -~' upon returning, will turn in an 
e:<tensive report to that committee and will be available to 
discuss the various sta-ff development programs and teacher 
training services offered by our counterparts in Europe. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Berger, Peter. Invitation to Soc:iolog~: A Humanistic 
P~!:,~Q@£ii!!~- Doubleday, Anchor Books, 1963. 

~"-.... 
Fuller~ R. Buckminster. On Education. The University of 

Nassachusetts Press, _1979. 

Robertson, Ian. 29£!.e!gg~. New Yer~~= Worth, 1979. 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
COMMUNllY COLLEGE DISTRICT 

1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 
Telephone: 714/594-5611 

February 3, 1984-

"-,r. navid Medina 
Campus 

near Mr. Medina 

The Salary and Leaves f'."ommittee has completed the review and evaluation of 
sabbatical leave applications for the 1984--85 school year. I am pleased to inform you 
that the Committee will recommend that the Board of Trustees approve your 
sabbatical at the February 23, 1984- Board Meeting. You will subsequently be 
informed of the Board's action. 

) As explained in the sabbatical leav'e orientation meeting and in the published 
materials developed by the <:ommittee, the evaluation of sabbatical applications was 
based upon established criteria and thorough review by the C.ommittee. 

You are respectfully reminded that, upon granting and acceptance of the sabbatical 
leave, you are obligated contractually to fulfill your sabbatical plans as approved by 
the Committee. Any modifications from the approved plan must receive prior 
approval from the Salary and Leaves Committee. If for any reason, you are unable 
to fulfill any of the sabbatical activities, please notify the Committee. Payment of 

· salary and benefits is contin~ent upon this agreement. .,. 

Congratulations on the success of your application. I hope that your sabbatical will 
prove to be of mutual benefit to you and the College. 

Sincerely, 

•d~,~ oJ:. c~, 
Walter W. Collins,. Chairperson 
Salary and Leaves Committee 

myw 

cc Salary and Leaves Committee 

.. . 
. • --"\. -=- ""--.·- .-- ... _...~~- -

' •.._.,,,._.._ 



MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 

1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 
__;Telephone: 714/594-5611 

February 24, 1984 

rv,r. Oavid Medina 
Social Sciences Division 

·campus 

near Mr. Medina: 

At the regular meeting of February 23, 1984, the Board of Trustees accepted the 
recommendation of· the Salary and Leaves Committee to approve your sabbatical leave 
application for the 1984-85 school year. 

It is the purpose of a sabbatical leave to improve instruction and other pro~rams at 
the ColJee;e. Any change in plans must be submitted in writing to the Safary and 
Leaves Committee for prior approval. The request for change rriust state the manner 
in which the revised proposed study and /or travel will result in benefit to the) District. Unauthorized changes, except those beyond the control of the applicant, 
will constitute a breach of the sabbatical leave agreement. 

Employees granted sabbatical leaves should review. Article XI, Section K, of the 
existing agreement between Mt. San Antonio College/Faculty Association for 
contractual provisions regardin~ sabbatical leaves. You will be notified in the near 
future when the contract is ready for signature. Followin~ the sabbatical leave, you 
must submit a comprehensive report of your activities to the Salary ancf Leaves 
Committee. The Committee strongly recommends that you refer to the Sabbatical 
Leave Report Guidelines developed by the Committee for your use. 

We hope your sabbatical program will be an outstanding personnel ancf professional 
experience for you and will be of significant benefit to your students. 

Sincerely, 

(:;/4'~,~~~
Walter W. Collins, Chairperson 
Salary anr:! Leaves Committee 

myw 

cc Salary and Leaves Committee 
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TO: Salary and Leaves Committee 

FROM: David J Medina 

SUBJECT: Application for Sabbatical Leave 

DATE: January 5, 1984 

PROLEGOMENA 

A ''sociologist is a person intensively, endlessly, shamelessly 
interested in the doings of men. His natural habitat is all the human 
gathering places of the world, wherever men come together. The 
sociologist may be interested in many other things. But his consuming 
interest remains in the world of men, their institutions, their 
history, their passions'' (Berger, 1963). As a sociologist, I am 
constantly expanding my knowledge and understanding of this complex 
world in which we live. The subject matter of sociology is continually 
changing as we deal primarily with contemporary social issues. 
Education is also undergoing change as technology and knowledge expand 
at an exponential rate. R. Buckminster Fuller said recently, on 
education automation, that ''in the last half-century, we have 
graduated from a local twelve-mile-radius daily domain into a 
world-around multithousand-miles-radius daily domain, as a consequence 
of our ability to alter our own ecological patterning''(Fuller, 1979) 
To be effective, as a sociologist and educator, it is imperative to 
grow and broaden one's frame of reference, and it is in that spirit 
that I submit my proposal for a sabbatical leave fc« the 1984-85 
school year. 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this sabbatical is threefold. 

1. To broaden my world view through increasing my knowledge and 
experience of the sociocultural environments of Israel and the 
European continent. 

2. To investigate the pedagogical and theoretical underpin~ings of 
college and university educators in these two regicms of the world. 

3. To research the in-service/staff development literature and 
programs for the college and university professoriate in Europe. 



METHODOLOGY 

The proposed research methods employed to satisfy the above 
stated objectives are to include participant observation, field 
research, surveys, interviews and review of the literature. 

OBJECTIVE~ I will live and work in a kibbutz in Israel for a 
minimun two months and possibly for as muct1 as three months. During 
this time I will work alongside with the Israelis observing them as a 
c:ov101··ker/volurd:eer· on the kibbutz. I am especicdly intf?.rei;;ted :i.n 
studying the family and the educational system on the kibbutz. As a 
prelude to my stay I will be reviewing some of the 
social/psychological literature included as an appendix to this 
,:1pplic::ation. 

During my stay and as a part of my independent study I will 
accomplish the following: 

a. as a participant observer (i.e. complete participant-a 
genuine participant in what is be studied), I will actually work on 
the Kibbutz alongside other Israelies. The work could include teaching 
children, picking fruit, preparing the food or any other task that I 

) will be assigned to. I am scheduled to work 5 days a week with two 
days off. My living and eating accomadations will be like any other 
Kibbutznik, which will afford that invaluable hands-on, a 
birds-eye-view of kibbutz life. This information will be recorded in a 
log-journal which will be included in my report and be assigned 
reading for the unit on culture in intoduction to sociology. 

b. as a field researcher (i.e. participant-as-observer a 
participant with the clear understanding that research is being 
undertaken or observer-as-participant - one who identifies himself as 
a researcher and interacts with the participants in the social process 
btiL n:;.,,~,:f.~r;; no pn?.·l:emse of actually being .;;1 partic:i.pant) 1, I will ob~.er· ve 
the daily family life of ttie kibutzniks with special emphasis on the 
type of interaction between husband and wife and parents and children 
and its effect on personality make-up. I am especially interested in 
marital satisfaction and parental discipline. I will photograph 
various scenes to illustrate the various types of discipline used on 
the children. This information will be contained in a log-journal on a 
regul i:ff b,:ir:;:i. Ee,. 

c. for my survey (a research method used for descriptive, 
explanatory~ and exploratory purposes in describing a population)~ I 
will use the Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis (see attached 
examples of questions, profile sheet, and answer sheet). This is a 
widely used (1 use it every semester in my marriage and family 
classes) instrument that shows the testee in visual form a profile of 
his/her personality along nine traits. These traits include nervous, 
depressive, active-social, expressive-responsive, sympathetic, 
dominant, subjective, hostile, and self-disciplined. We have norm 
tables for American high school students and my goal is too determine 
the norms from a cross-section of Israeli high school students and 



compare the two groups. My thesis is that American and Israeli high 
school students differ significantly from each others norm for the 
nine traits. The direction of the difference is not yet clear but I am 
willing to make a few directional hypotheses as follows: 

H1= American high school students are more nervous than 
Israeli high school students. 

H2= Israeli high school students are more self-disciplined 
than American high school students. 

H3= Israeli high school are more depressive than 
their American counterparts. 

The results will be written up as a research article and submitted for 
publication. It will also be assigned reading in introduction to 
sociology and social problems classes as an example of survey 
research. It will also be assigned reading in marriage and family 
classes to illustrate both survey research and the potential uses of 
the i n~:-t.rument .. 

I also, propose to travel throughout Europe visiting at least, 
but not limited to, Great Britain, Spain, France, Germany, Italy, 
Switzerland, Luxembourg, and Belgium (a more detailed itinerary 
,=ollciw:=;). This 1,o,1ill include "l:i.vin<;_1 11 vJith the peoplP and vis;iting the 
homes, schools, churches, social gatherings, and social and cultural 
affairs of as many of these countries as possible (see attached 
letters of correspondence). A travel log-journal will be kept of each 
sociological event of significance with a special emphasis on the 

) everyday life of the people of each country. A photographic essay will 
be developed from each country illustrating my impressions and 
observations. This will be shown to the faculty at a staff development 
presentation end to students of sociology as a cross-cultural 
compar· i ~;on .. 

OBJECTIVE~' I will observe (a) the current methods of teaching 
and (b) the content of social science courses, with special emphasis 
on sociology at colleges and universities in the above mentioned 
countries with special emphasis on English and Spanish (I am fluent in 
Spanish) colleges and universities. A list of some of the colleges and 
universities that I will visit follows (also, see attached letters of 
correspondence). As a part of this objective I will collect course 
outlines and any other information that instructors use in these 
courses. I am requesting the universities allow me the opportunity to 
observe the actual classes in progress. I will also interview ( a 
research method that allows for data collection in which one person 
asks questions of another). The questions will be oral and recorded so 
that exact transcripts of the important aspects of the conversation 
can be accurately reported. The questions will include: what is the 
core of the course?~ what style of presentation is most often used? 
what are your methc~s of evaluation? what types of homework is 
assigned and what is its purpose? what are the various topics covered 
during the term? i,,~at is the current value and use of the discipline 
to the individual and the society? I propose to visit a minimum of 20 
such universities and issue a detailed report of my findings to the 
members of my department and any interested parties. 

OBJECTiVE ~, I propose to review the pertinent research in the 



field of in-service/staff development which is included as an appendix 
to this application. A review of the literature is to bring the reader 
up to date on the previous research in the area under consideration. 
This will be done by abstracting at least 10 studies or works in the 
field of staff development and write a summary of each, including a 
discussion of its relevance to Mt San Antonio College. This will 
afford me the background to ask intelligent questions of those 
professionals in the field. I will visit at least 5 staff 
development/teacher training centers at the Israeli and European 
universities (a complete list will follow) and interview (see above 
for method of interviewing) directors of the various programs. A 
special report with slides will be presented at a staff development 
session with constructive comments on possible ideas for incorporation 
into our teacher resource center concept. 

ITINERARY 

Month Count.rv 

Sept. 

France, England, Ireland 

Germany, Switz., Bel.,Lux., 

Feb. Israel 

Mi;:tr··c:h Engl i::1nd 

Apd.l F:eturn t.c, U. S. 

ITINERARY OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 

(not necessarily in this order) 

Universidad Complutense De Madrid 
University of Madrid 

Universidad Autonoma De Madrid 
Autonomous University of Madrid 

Universidad De Salamanca 
University of Salamanca 

J Universidad Pontificia De Salamanca 
Pontifical University of Salamanca 

https://Count.rv
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Universidad De Zaragoza 
University of Saragossa 

Universite Des Sciences Humaines 
University of Human Sciences (Strasbourg II) 

l~iversite Paris VII 
University of Paris VII 

Universite De Nice 
University of Nice 

L~iversite De Montpellier 
University of Montpellier 

Karl-Marx-Universitat Leipzig 
Karl Marx University of Leipzig 

Kunsthochschule Berlin 
College of Fine and Applied Arts 

Padagogische Hochschule 
Karl Friedrich Wilhelm Wander 

College of Education 

) Pontificia Universitas Gregorianan 
Pontifical Gregorian University 

Pcntificia Studiorum Universitas 
AS. Thoma Aquinate in Urbe 

Pontifical University of St. Thomas Aquinas in Rome 

Universite De Lausanne 
University of Lausanne 

British Academy 

London School of Economicsand Political Science 

University of Cambridge 

University of London 

University of Manchester 

Educational Institute of Scotland 

J 



ANTJCIPATED VALUE AND BENEFIT 

Much of the anticipated personal value of this sabbatical lies 
in the intangible realm of experiential knowledge, which is very 
difficult to quantify and specify. The shear exposure to ~Jr world 
neighbor-~; i.d. ll mal-,:E.~ me a morf? urban€-;1~ cr-oss·-··cultu1·-ally e>:posed pers:,on. 
It should afford me the opportunity to reflect on me as an individual, 
an American, and a member of the human race. It will give me more of a 
11 11isr::!nSE:' c:,f pli::1cr.;, 11 c:1nd ff?f?l ·For tocl,,iy. 11 ElincE~ I h,:::1vE: bE•E:-n tr::!ac:hing +nr· 
ten (10) years it will be used as a refreshing break from the hectic 
college routine. My students will benefit from my renewed vigor, 
vitality, and the experiences that this trip will afford. I will also 
be a role model for my students illustrating the idea the education is 
a lifelong process and teachers are interested in staying informed and 
C UFT en t " 

Since sociology originated in Europe (Robertson, 1977), 
especially Germany, France, and England, it will give me a better 
grasp and understanding of its history. This will be translated into 
my lectures and other teaching tools (e.g.slides, artifacts, etc.) 
that will directly benefit the learning process in the classroom. The 
contact and exposure with my European colleagues and students that 
this experience will provide will enable me to examine my courses and 
update and/or alter my course material and presentation. My interest 
and courses in marriage and the family will greatly benefit with new 
insights on relationships from my observations of families and people 
in ~.:J('::!rH~r·,,,d. thrm..1qhout thf? ~\!Cir" l d. I 1,.J:i. l l ch-,,v<::d. op ,,:1 new ~.;egment in each 
of the classes I teach to discuss the family of the kibbutz. This will 
include new lecture and audiovisual materials. 

Also, as a senior member of the college-wide staff development 
committee, I am in the position of implementing ideas and suggestions 
that I obtain from my research. Our school has been struggling with 
various staff development models and are in the prc:,cess of setting one 
in motion that might be able to use some alterations. The bibliography 
is +:~>: tf2n 1si ve and current .:tnd my obse1rvat ions wi 11 give tnf?. the 
information to make informed recommendations and offer suggestions to 
the Director of Staff Development and the committee. I, upon 
returning, will turn in an extensive report to that committee and will 
be available to discuss the various staff development programs and 
teacher traininq services offered by our counterparts in Europe and 
Ii:=x-c:1<:".:l.• 

Finally, this sabbatical opportunity will afford some very 
personal experiences that words would fall short of describeing and 
some real tangible results to my students and collegues at Mt San 
Antonio College (for a more detailed discussion see the methodology 
section of this application). These include all of the following and 
more, a survey research report, a slide presentation of the Israeli·.1 Kibbutz, a slide presentation of family life with special emphasis on 
the child discipline, a journal of my observations as a participant 
observer, interviews with collegues and staff development 
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professionals, slides of life in the various countries visited, course 
outlines and handouts in social science courses in these foreign 
universities, improved lecture and audiovisual material, and staff 
development ideas of current practices and suggestions for 
imp 1ementat :i cm. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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Glossary 

Aliyah - immigrant or immigration (Hebrew). Many kibbutzniks are the 
result of the ''Youth Aliyah" in Europe. In conversation, the 
term 'aliyah' identifies which wave of inmigrants a person 
came with, first aliyah, second aliyah, etc •• 

Chadar ochel - dining room. This is the kibbutz's center of social 
life. The particular kibbutz I stayed on had a television 
for viewing programs while eating dinner and also a bulletin 
board for announcing major kibbutz events. It is the hub of 
social activity and the meeting place of conmittees and the 
weekly general assembly meeting. 

Cheder - the living quarters of members of the kibbutz. Literally it 
means 'room'. It is generally a small three room flat 
consisting of bedroom, living room, and kitchen. 

HaShomer Hatzair - the name of the second largest kibbutz movement, 
The National Kibbutz Movement. It is the most 'left' and 
represents eighty-five settlements in Israel today. 

Haver - Hebrew for member or comrade. You become a 'haver' when you 
are accepted for membership on a kibbutz. It is a socialist 
sounding term used in defining the 'in-group'. 

Kibbutz - a conmunal village in Israel. The population ranges from 30 
to 1,500 inhabitants which live on land that is nationally 
owned. All property is comnunally owned, with the exception 
of a few personal belongings. 

Kibbutz Artzi - see HaShomer Hatzair 

Kibbutzim - plural for kibbutz. There are over 280 kibbutzim in 
Israel today. This represents just over 3.5 percent of the 
total population of Israel. They represent 24 percent of the 
agricultural sector and over 40 percent of the agricultural
production of the State. They are responsible for 10 percent 
of the gross national product of Israel. 

Kibbutz federation - an organization made up of many individual 
kibbutzim. There are presently four kibbutz federations which 
represent all of the kibbutzim of Israel. The largest is the 
HaTnua HaKibbutzit HaMeuchedet or TAKAM - The United Kibbutz 
Movement. Each federeration has offices which handle inter
kibbutz issues, intergovernmental affairs, and national and 
international marketing of kibbutz products. 

Kibbutz Shalom - a ficticious name for a kibbutz in northern Israel. 
It was the kibbutz that I was personally involved with and in 
order to maintain the confidentuality of the kibbutz, I chose 
to call it the 'Peace Kibbutz'. It has over 700 members and 
is a member of the HaShomer HaTzair federation. 

- viii -



Glossary 

Knesset - Israeli parliment made up of representatives of various 
polictical parties elected by the people. 

Metapelet - a nursemaid or child-care worker usually responsible for 
a particular cohort of children or young people 

Moadon - the clubhouse where members can relax, read and watch 
television. 

Mossad - Hebrew for 'institution'. It is the name of the kibbutz high 
school. 

Observant - an orthodox Jew. One who observes the law according to 
the Jewish custom. When I was first confronted with this term 
I thought that I was being asked if I was a perceptive 
person. 

Secretariat - the elected 'ranking' official who helps oversee all 
aspects of the kibbutz society. Serves a two year term. 

Shabbat - Jewish Sabbath, begins on Friday evening at dusk and ends 
on Saturday at dusk. No observant Jew is supposed to work 
during this time. 

Zionist - generally used to designate a person who is pro-Israel and 
for the establishment of a Jewish state. 

) 
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3. One feature of the politics of waged work is the attempt to exert 
control over pay and conditions. Discuss with reference to the 
strategies of either managers or workers. 

. . -.. 
4. 'Among unionised while-collar workers there has developed 

ide_nlification with the wider labour movement and increasing 
support for its policies.' Consider the evidence for this and 
comment on its political significance. 

5. 'The increasing intervention of the state on the side of employers in 
industrial relations means that every important trade union struggle 
has today a political dimension, since it impinges directly on 
government economic strategy' (HYMAN). Discuss. 

... 
\ 
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UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH 

DEGREES OF M.A. AND B.SC. (SOCIAL SCIENCE) 

SOCIOLOGY 1 

Tuesday, 5th June 1984-9 a.m. to 12 noon 

Examiners-Mr B. ELLIOT£ (Chairman) 
Dr L. JAMIESON 

Dr J. ORR 

Dr S. RAFFEL 

Professor A. H. HALSEY (University of Oxford) 

Answer ONE question from each of tl,e THREE sections of PART ONE 

Answer TWO questions from ONE of the Options in PART Two 

Candidates i11 the third or later years for the degrees of B.A.(Arts), 
B.Com., B.Sc.(Social Scie11ce), B.Sc.(Science) a11d LL.B. should put 
'(3)' qfter their names on each script book. 

PART ONB 

(A11swer ONEquestion/l'om EACH section) 

(SECTION A) 

1. What is meant by the phrase •structured social inequality'? What 
evidence WPtJJd you use to assess tfte eJ!:tent and nat~1re of such 
inequality in Britain in recent year~? 

2, 1The British education system, like that &n many other countries, 
ravoufs those who are alreac!y privileged, i\nd pufs further obstacles 
in the path of those who are disadvanlitgeq.' Discuss wUh reference 
to empirical findi11g1i and p~rtic1,1lar exphmntions that have been 
olfere<t. 

~-
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3. What do you see as the main strengths and weaknesses of Marx's 
theory of class? 

. ' ◄ • ! ( 

4. How would you explain the fact that high levels of unemployment 
in Britain in recent years have not produced widespread protest 7 

(SECTION B) 

1. Discuss the contribution of one or two of the following to our 
current understanding of sexual behaviour and to ways in which it 
can be studied: 

(i) Kinsey; 

(ii) Masters and Johnson; 

(iii) Farrel; 

(iv) Gagnon and Simon. 

2. Are rules of sexual conduct contributing to inequality between men 
and women? 

3. Has labelling theory especially assisted our understanding of any 
particular forms of deviance 7 

4. Compare and contrast accounts of deviance and social order 
offered by functionalist and Marxian writers. 

(SECTION C) 

1. What is 'moral realism' 7 · 

2. What socialisation practices can teach children t.hc distinction 
between a rule and a principle? Do you think Piaget is nwarc 
of these practices 7 

3. What has Parsons contri!mted to our understanding of the effects 
of parental behaviour on the socialisation of the child 7 

4. What have Garfinkel and Bclolli contributed to our understanding 
of sexual stereotyping? 

.) 
3 

' IPARl' Two 
. ' ' (A11sM•er TWO quest/o,rs from ONE option) 

.... , • , j , • ; ' : I • : ,, l,1: t;1 : 

ISSUES IN CRIME AND SOCIETY 
'• 

1. To what extent is the information we receive about crime 'socially 
constructed' 7 

2. Critically discuss the notion that race is a fundamental issue in any 
sociological analysis of crime. 

3. 'Disciplined and feminised.' [s this an accur:ite description of the 
treatment of women in at least one part of the judicial system? 

4. 'The police should be accountable to the community.' Discuss. 

5. 'Hotels for Prisoners.' How accurate is this as a description of 
prisons 7 

MEDIA STUDIES 

1. Do the mass media in Britain stand in danger of being com
promised by their subservience to the market and the state? 

2. 'The news is a manufactured product that is organised and con
structed from within very limited ways of seeing the world.' 
Discuss. 

3. 'The viewer is brought the weird and wonderful, the transient 
and the unstable, the eccentric and the bizarre' (ELus). Is this 
fair comment on TV documentaries 7 

4. How do you account for the popularity of Coronation Street 7 

5. A feminist critique of representations cannot be limited to a 
discussion of stereotypes. Discuss. 

THE POLITICS OF THE WORKPLACU 

1. Have we been moving towards a service economy? 

2. Since the Second World War, there have been significant changes 
in women's work experience in Britain. Describe these and assess 
their impact on sex equality. 

( ~~ 
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5.3 
SOCIOLOGY I 

A Brief Guide to Essay writ~ng 

These notes are designed to help you write your essays. No~one 
can make this an easy task and no advice will solve all your 
problems. But there are some general principles which are worth 
thinking about, and there are also technical points which you must 
follow if you are to produce an acceptable essay. 

In a useful booklet [l] Jessie Reid suggests 'the five main 
requirements in most pieces of written work are, (1) knowledge; 
(2) relevance; (3) coherence; (4) originality; (5) a reasonable 
standard of literacy'. Let us look at each of these. 

.._ 

(1) Knowledge: 

This comes from many sources and you should not despise such 
things as newspapers, well observed everyday experience, novels, 
plays, photographs and the like. The chief source of reliable 
sociological knowledge however must come from your reading, 
lectures, tutorials and seminars~ not just in sociology but also in 
cognate subjects. Of course you have to filter all these critically 
and view them with a 'sociological eye'. 

You will receive reading lists covering the essay subjects but 
you should not be afraid to stray outside the books listed; learn 
to use the library to track down other books or journal articles. 

It is important to acknowledge your use of other people's ideas of 
writingG In the case of quotatjons,.there is no problem: you must put 
then in inverted comm.ls and give the· reference, and we tell you how to do 
it below~ In the case of ideas it is more difficulto Where you simply 
precis some writer you should clearly acknowledge it. Where a whole 
section is based loosely on a particular writer or writers you should 
acknowledge the fact. Beyond that you have to use yow: judgment. Do 
not plagiarise! Not only is it an academic crime, but it does not 
provide you with a useful learning experience~ anyone can copy from a book. 

(2) Relevance: . .." .,, 

Just as in examinations it is essential to answer the question, 'so 
in an essay you must stick to the pointo Constantly ask yourself whether 
what you are writing adds anything to your discussion of the topic. Don't 
put in everything you read, or your entire lecture notes in the hope that 
it will gain you credit; it is far more likely to do the reverse. 

(3) Coherence: 

Essays should have a beginning or introduction, the central 'meaty' 
part and some kind of conclusion. They should also have a structure and a 
connected argl.lllent; do not jump from one point to another in a random way. 

t-

Coherence is difficult to achieve, and for most writers depends on preparing i 
'• 

a plan in note form first. This should not be a- list of names or even ideas 
but a brief sketch of the state of the argl.Xflent at each point. Many people 
find it best to write the introduction last! In the essay it often helps to 
surrmarise an author's argl.lllent and give a reference, rather than go into · . __,,,,_/ 
unnecessary and tedious detail which belongs more to the original author's 
work than your own. This can avoid a lengthy digression which weakens the 
structure of your essay~ and it leaves more space for your own argument. 

[1] Jessie Reid, A Guide to Effective Study, University of Edinburgh 
Transition Publications No.l, n.d. 



(4) Originality: 

One can't have everything and no~one expects a lot of originality in 
first year sociology. But the way an argument is structured can be original 
in itself, and bringing a critical mind to bear on the question will take 
you a long way. 

(5) Literacy: 

Some of us are better stylists than others but we can all lea:rn to 
write gramnatically and to spell correctly. It does not give the reader 
great confidence in your ability if you spell authors' names incorrectly, 
or =onsistently misspell corrmon sociological terms, or worse still words in 
everyday usage. Use a dictionary if in doubt. · 

Hurried ~iting often shows up in omitted conjunctions, singular nouns 
with plural verbs, and the like. It is important to get these fairly 
elementary points right; try to go further than this and make your essay 
enjoyable to read. 

Apart from these five requirements a number of technical points to be 
followed: 

1. Leave broad mcrgins on both sides of the sheet for comnents. 

2. Don' t cram the essay into too small a space; 'spreading it out a· bit 
makes it more readable. 

3. Nllil'ber the pages. 

) 4. References can be given in two· ·ways. Use one convention only in any one 
essay; the first is perhaps more comnon in sociological writinga Either 
you number the place in the text to which the reference applies and then 
cite the reference either at the toot of the page, or more conveniently 
for the author and less conveniently for the reader in a list at the end 
~71 the essay• . Thus the text might contain a numeral as follows: 

••••••••• The reference would then go: 
[ ... 

(7) M. Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism,, 
London: Unwin University Books, 1930. 

if you are referring to a book (title is underlined). This is the 
r 

full 
reference. For essay purposes, place of publication and publisher could 
be omitted but the date should be retained. 

;. 

Articles are slightly different: 

(7) Stuart Henry and Gerald Mars, 'Crime at Work', Sociology, 12 (2) 1978. 

The journal (Sociology) is underlined, as is the volume number 12. 

(2) is the issue number. Some journals number their volumes in Roman 
numerals (xii). You do not then need to underline it. 

If you are actually quoting you will wish to add the page reference at the 
end - e.g. 1930, pp.136~7; or 1978, p.251. ___ . -- ---- _,/✓-

Occasionally you might· find these combined in an edited book, e.g.· 

(7) M. Weber, 'Science as a Vocation', in H.H. Garth and C. Wright Mills 
(eds.) From Max Weber, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1948-, pp. 129...156. 

over ••• 
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The other main way of referencing is. useful if you want to refer to a 
particular work or works frequently. In this form the text merely contains 
at the appropriate place the author, the date and the page reference if 
needed, all in brackets: (Weber, 1930: 40). You then list all the works 
in alphabetical order in a bibliography at the end. They should then be 
listed in a slightly different style: 

Henry, s. and Mars, G. (1978). 'Crime at Wprk', Sociology, 12, 245~264. 

Weber, M. (1930), The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. 
London: Unwin University Books. 

You may want to have footnotes or end notes in the essay. These are 
comments, aside from the main argllllent but ret!Yant, which you wish to 
make. Simply number the point in the text~ - and put the note at 
the bottom of the page (footnote) or at the end of the essay (and note). 
If you are ustng the first referencing system then references to books 
and articles and notes are simply numbered consecutively, no distinction 
being made between them. 

All this probably seems very complicated. If you look at a few books 
and articles you should soon get the hang of it. You can also ask your tutor 
for help. It will make life easier if you always take down the details of 
an article or book completely at the time you are reading it and making notes. 

If you have used a lot of different works but only referred specificaliy 
to one or two, then you ~y want to put a bibliography at the end, listing 
your reading alphabetically. Do not however just reproduce the essay list if 
you haven't used the moterial! 

). 
Finally, some practical considerations. You must hand your essays 

in on time and this means planning ahead. It takes a fajr time to do the 
reading and to write a good essayo So start early and resist the temptation 
to go on reading till the last minute. Time spent in structuring the essay, 
tightening the argument and writing clearly is seldom wasted. Make sure your 
essay can be read; if you can type this is a great advantage. (Think about 
starting now if you can't already type!) • And above all, don't get in, a 
panic.: Every year nearly all students manage to write their essays and to 
get reasonable marks for them. If you plan your work properly and apply 
yourself, you will have no difficulty. If you do find yourself having 
problems seek help early; from your tutor for ordinary problems but from 
your Director of Studies if you have persistent difficulties which extend 
across subjects. 



SOCIOLCGY I. 1984/85 . s.4 

Unit 1 Sociology as a critical discipline Weeks 1 and 2 

1. soeiology - its image and its develq::ment 

All academic subjects acquire I p.lblic images 1 
, so let' s begin by looking 

at the current image of sociology and the ways in which this has been 
produ:::ed. This will lead us to examine, briefly, the developnent of the 
discipline, particularly in Britain, and to sane preliminary explor:ation 
of what sociologists do. · 

Reqaj.red reading 

T. Bilton et al. Introdu::t.ory Sociolpgy Ch.1 · 
Th.B. catalogued under •Intro::hction• ) 

P. Berger Invitation to Sociology Ch.l 
J. Eldridge (\-orking Papers 'Images of Sociology' (m Raading lb:m 

:L.'l Sociology) phob:xx,py f:i.l.e} 

Suggested reading. 

British Scx::iological Association Practice & Progress - British 
Sociology, 1950-1980 

P. Abrams The Origins of British Sociol99X 
1834-1914 

) T. Bottarore · · Sociology as Social Criticism Ch.l 
(available in Readings for Sociology 
(RE'S) fran tutors) 

P. \'brsley .Introdu::ing SociolOSJY Ch.1 

2. The sociological imagination 

If, as is frequently suggested sociology has a distinctive perspective, 
row: could one describe this? What is the nature of sociological ,, 
explanation and how does the subject establish its claim to be a , __ / 
'critical' discipline? ,,, .,. 

-
Required reading · 

c.w. Mills The Sociological Imagination Ch-1 
(extract in P. w:>rsley Modern 
Sociology, Part 1) 

P. Berger Invitation to Sociology Ch.2 

Suggested reading t 
T. Burns 'Sociological Explanation' (in Readings I . 

for Sociology available from tutors) 

over ••• 
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\ 3. Making sense of social change 

Fttm its earliest phase, sociology .has been ccncerned with broad social 
changes, rcost obviously, with the developnent of capitalism and 
industrialism. Accordingly, it has al\'ays had an historical focus and, 
at its best, a capacity to show how major pn::cesses sh,ape not ordy 
st.ru::tllres and institutions but also the day to day lives a£ individuals. 

Required reading 

P. Abrams Historical SOCiology Ch.I. .. 
D. Bertaux Biography arid Societ:t esp Chs ... 9-, 

16, 17. . 

suggested reading 

K. Marx Selected writings in SOciology and 
S>cial PhilosophX Part 3 1The 
Sociology of capitalism'. · 

T. Burns Industrial Man Part i, introol.ctian 
and extracts fran Weber and Marx. 

p. ~sley Problans of r-tld.ern Socie;tx, 7 
(extract fran E. P. ~ The 
M3.king of the English Worki.ngClass} 

4. Sociology and the need for sociai" criticism toaax: 
Since the mid-seventies Britain has ex:i::erienced, along with other 
~stern societies, sane profound changes. Industrial decline and 
econanic stagnation have led to extraordinaJ:y levels of unemployment 
and political programnes aimed at econanic regeneration have produ::ed 
greater inequality, and increasing centralisation. If sociology is a 
'critical discipline' what ccmnentary can it make on these changes-? 

suggested reading - ,,.. 
E.P. 'I'hanpson Writing by candlelight esp. section 

en 'The State of the Nation• 
F. Field Inequality in Britain, 10, 'The 

Private Market Wel.fare State• 
V. George & P. Wilding Ideology and Social Wel£are, Ch.2 

1 The Anti-<ollectivists' 
C. HCXJd & M. wright Big Government in Hard Times. 

Unit 2 Social Inequality Weeks 2-6 

'Ille assessed reading for this unit is c. COckburn, Brothers: Ma.le 
D:minance and Technological Change. The first S.A.E. which is 
be.sed on this 1::o::)k is to be handed in during Week 4 (lst or 2nd l-DVEMBER). 

over•••J 
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1. SOcj a J inequality: the distribution of incane and weal.th 

'ilie levels and types of incane and the stocks of weal.th available to 
individuals, families and social groups are obviously of fundamental. 
.imp:,rtance. SO what do the present distributions look like, ha.,, have 
such distributions changed and what seem to be the curcent trends? 
~ these descriptive materials lie impJrtant. qµestions about. bow 
such regularities arise and persist. · 

Required reading 

T. Bilton . _:_ · Introdu::tory SOciology, pp. 65-94-
J. Westergaard & H. Resler Class in a capitalist society, 

I:P· 31-58 

suggested reading 

Central Statisti:::al Office 'Social carmentazy: Social Class• 
(in RFS, available fi:an tutors) 

A.B. Atkinsai Wealth Incane and Inequality 
Ioyal Ccmnission on the Reports (There are several. of these -
Distribution of Incane look particularly at 4 and 5) 
and Wealth 
A.B. Atkinson The Econanics of Inequalicy 

2. Poverty and Riches 

Now let I s look at the ends of the distributions - at those who are in 
fQVerty and tbose who enjoy great wealth. \'Vhat is the extent of p:>verty 
in this I affluent society' and how can we acc0tmt for it? And who are 
the rich and how have they acquired and transmitted their \veal.th? 

Pequired reading. 
P. Townsend Poverty in the United I<ingdan, · 

,,/ 

i:p. 893-902 (also in RE'S) 
T. Bilton IntrodLCtory Sociology, pp. 94-98 

and 143-148 

suggested reading 

G. BrOv.n & R. Cook Scotland: The Real. Divide 
K. Coates & R. Silburn Poverty: the Forgotten Englishmen 
w.o. Rubinstein Men of Property - Early report of 

this study in P. Starn.orth & A. Giddens 
Elites in British Society 

~m~ll Comruni.ty Project The Making of a Ruling Class 

J 

J. Westergaard & H. Resler Class in a capitalist Society 
'W:men in the I.a.tour Market• • pp.97-107 
(also in RFS) 

over.~. 
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3. w:,rkplace Inequalities 

N:::M let' s broaden our discussion. Disparities in in.cane and weal.th. are 
rot the only inequalities we should consider. In the \'.Ork-place conditions,. 
.i;::e.rks and degrees of security can vary widely as too can the experience of 
aut.."lOrity. And very imp::>rtantly, there are great inequalities hera 
between men and wanen. 

Fequired reading 

o. Wedderburn Povercy~ ~i~and Class 
Structure, Ch. ' ative . 
Deprivation in \I.Or k ' 

T. Bilton Introductory Sociology,. Ch~6 
B?• 321-347 

M. Young & P. · Wil.lmJtt The symnetrical Family Ch.4. 

Slggested reading .. . ··- - ·- ..... 

P. \'«)rsley M.,dern sociology, Ch.6 
D.L. Barker & s. Allen Dependence and EXploitation in 

W::>rk and Marriage 
A. oak.ley The SOCiolm of Hause.\Or~ 
A. Qakley Subject We.men, Section III 
s. Epstein Wetnan's Place 
N. Dennis, Henriques & Slaughter . Coal is Our Life 
H. Beynon W:>rking for Ford 
T. Nicilolls & D. Amtstrong Workers Divided 
o.~ The Black.coated Worker 
A. Atns::ien The Econanics of W::men and 'Work 

4. ~klessness 

Iarge-scale unenployrnent is once again a feature of our society, but 
'the unemployed I are not an undifferentiated mass. So, who are the~ 
unanployed and what do we know about the various experiences of 
\IOrklessness in capitalist societies? And how is unemployment / 
explained? 

Ff.quired reading 

A. Sinfield What Unanployment Means, Chs. l, 2 & 3 
D. Showler & A. Sinfield The Work.less State, d:i.l 

Slggested reading .. 
' 

B. Crick Unemployed - orginally Political ..,. 
Q.Jarterly, January 1981 

D. Marsden work.less, esp. Parts 1 & 3 .. !:. ,.. 

J. Seabrex>k Unemployment, esp. Ch.4 
R. Berthoui & J. Brown Poverty and the Developnent of 

Anti-Poverty Policy in the U.K. Ch.4 _. / 
A. Stafford 'Learning not to Ial::X:)Ur' ( in R.R. ~ 

Photocopy File) 
over ••• 
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5. Edtxation and social Inequality 

All industrial societies engineered a vast exp3I1Sion of their edu::ational 
services in the past thirty years. What lay behind this? We need to look 
critically at the objectives and the achievements in edu::ational reform and 
try to acoount for the persistence of evident inequalities in provision 
and differences in pupils• and students I achievanent. 

Required reading 

T. Bilton 
p. WX-sley 
A.H. Halsey,. 

suggested reading 

s. Bowles 

R. Dale et al. 
A.H. Halsey et al. 

6. Class and Education in SCotland 

Introdu::tory sociology, Ch.7 
Introdu::ing sociology, Ch.S 
Trends in British SOciety since 19CXJ, 
01.s. 6 & 7 

'Unequal Fdu:ation and the Reproduction 
of the SOcial Division of Labour', in 
J.Karabel and A. Halsey, 1?0wer and 
Ideology in F.du::ation, also in 
A. coxon & Co Jones·, Social M:>biliS(. 
Schcoling and capitalism 
Origins and Destinations 

) 'lhere is a lX)~ful myth that Scottish education is rrore open, more 
egalitarian than that offered in other parts of the United KingdaR. 
What are the roots of this and what light is cast upon it by recent 
research conducted by the Centre for Edu::ational Sociology here? 

Required reading 

A. Macpherson & o. Raffe 

A. Macpherson & D. Raffe 

D. Raffe 

suggested readng 

D. McCrone et al. 

J. Gray, A. Macpherson 
and D. Raffe 
L. Gow & A. Macpherson 

'Social Class Inequality in Edu:ational 
Attainment Since the War' 
1 An angle on the Geist: Persistence 
and Change in the Scottish ~ucat.i.onal 
Traditi.on I 
'F.ducation and Class Inequality in 
Scotland I '• 

(All these in multiple C:OF.f in R.R. 
piotocopy files) 

'Egalitarianism and Social Inequality 
in Scotland' (RR photocopy files) 

Reconstructions of Secondary Ed~ation 
Tell Them Fran Me. 

over ••• 
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7. aiu::ation in Britain: the view f:ran the right 

criticism of edu::ation in Britain - by sane of those associated with the 
so-called I new- right' - flourished in the middle and late se.,enties and 
sane of those closely associated with the 'black papers• are now in 
~ernment. What beliefs and values lie behind current attempts to 
change the shape and character of our edu:ational systan? 

Slggested reading 

R. Boyson : The crisis in Edtcati.on 
C.B. cox & A.E. Dyson Fight for Edu::ation: a Black Paper·- ·oo. Black Paper 2 - -

oo. Black Paper 3 
D. RUbinstei.1'1 F.du=ation and Eqo.ali~, paper by 

c. Griggs 'The conservative Approach 
to E'du:ation' . _ . 

_N. Wright · , Progress in Fdu::ation, Part 2 
(assessing the Black Papers) 

a. 'lhearies of class and stratification: Functionalist views 

Having provided a good deal of descriptive material. the task is no,, to 
give a broader interpretation of these patterned inequalities.. We can 
begin with the functionalist theory of stratification. What are its key 
elements and how can it be appraised?) 
Required reading 

T. Bilton Introdt.X:tory Sociology, pp.126-131 
P. \"K>rsley Intrcx:iu::ing sociology, pp. 494-511. 
R. Bendix & s. Lipset Class, Status and Power, articles 

by Davis and M:x:>re and by M.. Tumiil 

9. Mar.x on Class 

'Ihe tenn I class' , precisely because it is so cx:mronl.y used, is cloaked 
in ambiguity. In Marx's writings we find the nest sustained and 
influential use of this concept. So, how is class to be defined and why 
in Marx' s own \\Ork ( and tbat of many latter day •Marxists' ) are ideas 
al:out 'class conflict' and 'class consciousness' so central? 

Required reading 

T. Bilton Introdt.X:tory SOciology pp. 52-60 
E. Fischer Marx in His O,,.ln \'K:>rds pp. 61-79 
K. Marx Selected writings on Sociology 

and Social. Philosophy pp.186-209 

over••• 
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suggested reading 

L. Benson Proletarians and Pa.rties Ch.l 
A. Giddens Cap1.tal i srn and M:5dern social Theory 

Part 1, esp. pp. 35-45 - ~ 
A. Giddens The Cl.ass Structure of the Advanced 

S::x:!ietie~, pp. ~3l. 

10. Weber on Stratification 
. 

W:mer, in his writings, took issue with Marxian accounts of cl.ass strt.x:ture 
and developed ideas about how societies contained severa:l. di£ferent kinds 
of patterned inequality. While class divisions r emained for him too 
vitally :imp:,rtant he defined then differentl.y and al.so focussed att ention 
en stratification based on status and on J.X)litical ~-

Required reading 

T. Bilton I ntrodlrtory SOciology pp .. 60-63 
R. Bendix & S. Lipset class, Status and :l?()<.,,er, see 

Weber' s essay an 'Class Status and 
Party1

• This is also found in a. Gerth 
and CoW~ Mills Fran Max. Weber 

A. Giddens & D. Held Classes, Po\o.er and conflict pp.60-86 

suggested reading 

L. Benson Proletarians and. Parties Ch.2 
A. Giddens The Class Structure of' the Advanced 

SOc1.eties, Ch.2 
A. Beteille Social Inequality, paper by Runciman 

en IThree Dimensions of SOcial 
Inequality• • 

ll. Changes in the Class Structure 

Mlcl'l has changed since the classic writings of Marx av.d Weber. 
Certainly the econanic structure and with it the array of occupations 
has altered a good deal. Have we in fact seen the anergence 0£ a 'new' 
class, a ' service I class'? What have been the consequences - · econanic 
and p::,litical - of the growth of white collar, technical and professional. 
groups? D:> we need to rn:xlify our theories of class and stratification? 

ReqUired reading 

T. Bilton Introdu:tory Sociology, pp. 98-113 
A. Giddens The Class Structure of the 

.Advanced Societies, pp.177-197 

o.rer••• 

t 
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SUggested reading 
, ..... 

E.Ov Wright 'Class Boundaries in Advanced 
capitalist societies' , New Left 
Review, 98, July/mg . 1976. 
Abridged version in A. Giddens aod 
D. Held Classes, Power ~ conflict.• 

F. Parkin Class,Inequality and Political order 
F. Bechhofer et al. 'Structure, consciousness and action', 

·· . British Journal of SOciol9W 20CIX (4). -· ... . ,... · · · · · Dae. 178 (copies in photocopy file, 
Reading a:x:m) . 

J. Gershuny After Industrial SOciety? The 
Emerging self-service ~,. C'h.4. 

12. The ~king class in a::rrtemp:Jrary capitalist society: acquiescence 
arxl di ssent. 

- ~ •_1 • 

'll'le persistence of substantial inequalities has not produced in Britain 
crr.t very radical challenge to the existing social and econani.c order. 
:Even in periods of high unenployment class oonflict appears to be 
o:,ntained, the fonns of oontention institutionalised within a narrow 
frame.,,ork. Why is this? Is it to be explained in tenns of effective. 
rontrol by aaninant elanents? . A.re there features of "WOrking class 
culture which inhibit rrore radical oa;::osition? 

Required reading 

T. Bilton Introdu:tor'l.f Sociology, Ch.4, esp.. 
B?· 221-248 

M. Mann Consciousness and Action Arrong the 
W:stern working Class 

o, Ir ., .. ___ .,. 

Slggested reading 
/ 

J. Westergaard & H. Resler Class in a capitalist SOciety, 
Part Five 

A. Giddens The Class Structure of the Advanced 
Societies, Chs. 11 and 15 

L. Benson Proletarians and Parties, esp. -Ch. 5 
A. Giddens & D. Held Classes, Po,,,er and Conflict, 

sections. 

. . '• 
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Department of Sociology, 
University College, Dublin. 

SOCIOLOGY AN INTRODUCTION 

Desmond McCluskey 

PERSPECTIVE AND CONCEPTS 

This course is designed to introduce students to the sociological perspective,. 
i.e. the particular standpoint from which the sociologist views human behaviour. 
An examination is made of the basic concepts of sociology since as Chinoy points 
out: "The .first step towards the understanding of sociology, as of any scientific 
discipline, is the mastery of its basic concepts. What men see... depends 
upon what they expect to see, what they look for .. Their expectations are defined 
by the categories, o:r concepts, with which they think. Ideas,. after all, are the 
tools with which we organize and interpret what we see and hear and do. . .. In 
defining the concepts of sociology then, we are setting forth the nature and limits 
of the sociological persp~ctive. Our concepts focus attention upon those selected.· 
aspects of reality with which we shall be concerned." 

Topic 

. 1) Sociology is the empirical and systematic study of the interaction of human 
beings, of the patterns of behaviour and social relations which result from that 
interaction. It focuses on patterned interaction within and between groups. 

~ Reading: •:C>i'<Berger, P L. Invitation to Sociology, New York 1963 

Chinoy, E. Society, New York, 1967, pp. 23-28 

Fitcher, J. H . Sociology, Chicago,. 1957, pp. 1-15 

*Giner, S. Sociology, London, 1972, Ch. l. 

*Inkeles, A. What is Sociology? Englewood Cliffs,. 
1964, Ch. 1 and 2. 

2) The Methods of Sociology. "A method is the process of research which the 
mind must follow in order to increase its knowledge about something." (S. Giner} 

Reading: *Giner, S. op. cit.• Ch.. 2. 

~3) Social Action and Social Interaction. "Social behaviour (action) occurs whenever 
one or several individuals act in a way that cannot be explained without reference 
to other individuals; non-social behaviour belo::1.gs to the area . . . whe;re the 
presence of the other members of the species seems to be irrelevant. ":::. -(S. Giner). 

r. 

i 
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Social Interaction "may be iiefincd ."'is pl!opl~ mutually and reciproc.ally 
influencing each others' expectations of behaviour and actual behaviour.'" 
(B. J. Ashley, H. S . Cohen and R. G . Slatter). The basic types or forms. of 
interaction are competitio:1, cooperation, conflict, accomodation and. 
assimilation . 

Reading : Cuber, J . F . Sociology, London, 1964. Ch. 31 

,:,Fie hte r, J. H . op . cit. Ch. IO 

Giner, s . op . cit. pp. 62-67 
...,:, Inke le::;, A . op . cit. pp. 71-2 

4) The Individual and Society.:_ 

(a) Socialization is .1 pr.oc,~ss w;1e reby society transmits its culture to its 
members. "This process whereby society builds itself into our personalities
and teaches us specific v : c:i. y-s cf :1 c ting, thinking and feeling is the socialization 
process." (S . Cotgrove}. The term socialization is used to describe the 
process wht!reby individual·, lt,arn their culture both in its most general form 
and as it applies to particular roles . Although it usually refers to the learning 
of children, the term socialization may be used in exactly the same sense ta 
describe adults learning what js requir 0d of them in a new job or some other 
status position which they ar1 ~ entering "{A. Inkeles). 

Reading : op. cit., Ch. 4 

Cotgro,1e, S . The Sdence of Society, (Revised Ed·.) 
London, 1972. pp. 247-265. 

,:,cuber, J. F. op. cit . , Ch. 11 

Fitcher, .T.Ji. op. cit . , Ch. 

Gine1·, s op. cit• pp. 106-111'1 

,:,ottaway, A. I{. C . Education and Society, :...ondon, 196Z~ 
Ch. 2 

5) The Individ'..lal and Society : 

{b) Freedom or Cultural Determinism. 
Is the individual merely a creature of his culture? Is the relationship between 
society and the individual that of a puppeteer and puppet, with thP. individual 
pulled hither and thither as the strings a re manipulated? 

Reading : ,:, Berger, P. L. op . cit . , Ch. 4-8 !~ · 
,:,,:, Blake, J . and Norms, Values and Sanctions in 1~ 

Davis, K . R. E . L. Faris (Ed.) Handbook of .. 
Modern Sociology, Chicago. 1964-{Ch. 13 · .· 

,:,wrong, D . ''The oversocialized Conception of Man 1 

in Modern Sociology" in Coser, L.A. l 
arid Rosenverg, B; Sociological Theory) 
New York, 1957, pp . 112.-12.2 " 
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it is by "means of language that man is able to exchange of ideas 
that organized social life is possible. 11 

(ii) Expressive ideas encompasses "the forms in which men express 
their feelings about themselves and others and their responses. 
emotio11al and aesthetic, to the world around them." (E. Chinoy). 
It includes the arts: music (popular and classical1 literatu.re. 
painting and so on. 

(fii) Evaluative ideas. "In addition to cognitive and expz:essive idea.s men 
also learn and share the values by which they live, the standards 
and ideals by which they define their goals, select a course of action 
and judge themselves and others." (E. Chinoy). "Values may 
be defined as those criteria according to which the group or society 
judges the importance of persons, :patterns, goals and other- socio
cultural objects. " (J. H. Fichter). 

An attitude "entails an existing predisposition to respond to social 
objects which, in interaction with other variables guides and. directs 
the overt behaviour of the individual" (A. Sharrock}. 

By a rather general consensus a society arrives at a body of meanings 
and beliefs that every 'right-thinking' member is supported to hold. 
This body of meanings constitutes the "principles" of social thought 
and is frequently called by social scientists the ideology of a 

) society. 11 (J. H. Fichter). 
I 
L 

(c) Material Culture 

By Material Culture is meant ·those material things which man creates 
and uses such as buildings, works of art, tools, machines. etc. 
These things co!lstitute a man created artificial environment interposed 
between people and the material environment and greatly influence 
human behaviour, e.g. forms of transport. 

[Note: "Some writers would confine the term culture only to the body 
of ideas, the symbols that men share and through which they exchange 
meaningful communication, thus distinguishing it from the system 
or structure of social relationships. This definition can be very 
useful and appears to be gaining substantial currency among sociol
ogists. It enables one to distinguish between symbolic systems -
language, beliefs, knowledge, and expressive forms - and their 
interrelations in contrast to the organized pattern of interaction 
among individuals and groups". E. Chinoy.J 

J 
Reading ".cChinoy, E. op. cit. , PP· 28-34 •-

----.J. . t 
*Fichter, J.H. op. cit. , Chs. 7, 8, 13. 

1. 

Giner, S. op. cit .• pp. 97-99 p 

rI 
Inkeles, A. op. cit., pp. 66-77 K 
Johnson. H.M. Sociology, London, 1961, Ch. 4 ! 

t 

https://literatu.re
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8) Culture: Perception and Language . Our culture influences to a large extent 
\,·hat we perceive: "We never really 'see' the physical world around us. Rather 
the world we perceive is a product o f i nteract i o n between our anatomy, the 

~; phyf:lical aspects of the universe and what we have lea r n e d from past experience." 
(J. W. Vander Zanden). Language too plays a considerable part in what we-
pc rc-ei ve: "Language stands for things that human beings experience. To a. 

. 
large degree it also determines what they wi~l experience." (G. A. Landberg> 
C. C. Schrag and 0. N. Larsen}. It is also contended that language structures 
modes of thought, ways of thinking. 

Reading: Giner, S. op. cit. pp. 88. 106 

9) S a b-C ulture. If we think of a smaller group within the larger group or society 
with a set of distinctive patterns of behaviour (both of thought and action) then 
these patterns of behaviour are the elements of a sub-culture. 11 

••• People 
making up a sub-culture have grown so accustomed to a sufficiently distinctive 
set of attitudes and habits of life, that any one of them would be out of place and 
unable to feel 'at home' if suddenly transferred to another sub-culture . '{ A. K. C. 
Ottaway). "Each sub-group tends to d ""velop a sub-culture which is eithei.· 
complementary to the general culture o~ ~he group or at variance with it, while 
in certain circumstances it may partly complement and partly oppose it." 
(S. Giner). Two principal types of sub-cultures are regional sub-cultures and 
class sub-cultures. 

Reading: Giner, S. op. cit., p. 99 

Ottaway, A. K. C . op. cit. , pp . 3 2 - 3 5 

1 0) Social Institutions. We can distinguish two ways of bringing together a number 
of norms or behaviour patterns. A number of behaviour patterns considered as 
clustering around a social position constitutes a social role; a number of 
behaviour patterns considered as centring around some major social intere'st 

' constitutes a social institution. 11 an institution is a relatively permanent 
structure of social patterns, roles and relations that people enact in certain 
sanctioned and unified ways for the purpose of satisfying basic social needs." 
(J.H. Fichter). "The totality of-relationships, processes, and facilities which 
people develop to meet a specific social interest or need." (R. J. Stalcug. 
Institutions are society's ways of getting its major tasks carried out. They 
state what is to be done, who is to do them and how, when, and where they are 
to be carried out. The major institutions of a society are the fa m ilial, the 
educational, the economic, the political, the religious and the recreational. 

Reading: Fichter, J.H. op . cit. , Ch. 11 

Inkeles, A. op. cit. , pp . 67. 68 

., -,.,,-"/ 

11, .:>ocial Collectivities. The term "group" is used in everyday speech to refer to 
all sorts of collections of people. Sociologists have the task of trying to classify 
all the different collectivities to which an individual may belong in a way that will 
be useful for sociological analysis. J. W. Vander Zenden singles out the 

J 
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. 
following three criteria for the purpose of distinguishing between groups: 
(a) consciousness of kind; (b) social relations between individuals; 
(c) formal organization. On the basis of these criteria four collectivities of 
persons can be distinguished. 

Consciousness Social Relations Forrnal 
of Kind Between Individuals Organization 

Statistical Categories - - -

Social Categories + - -

Social Groups ++ -
I 

lAssociations ++ + 

A Statistical categorv (Statistical Aggregate) is a plurality of people who are 
thought of as a unit because they are similar in one or more ways, e.g. pre
school children, red-haired girls. Not all statistical categories are of any 
or equal importance to the sociologist. 

A Social Category differs. from a statistical category in respect of consciousness 
of kind - there is a tendency for people who belong to a social category to recog
nise others like themselves, e.g. males, females, blacks, whites, Irishmen. 
Social categories such as social classes or people with the same interests are 
often referred to as quasi-groups because they are recruiting fields for groups. 

Reading: *Chinoy, E. op. cit., pp. 40-47 

>!<Fichter, J.H. op. cit. , Ch. 3 

Vander Zanden, Sociology, New York, 1965, Ch. 11 
J.W. • 

12) Social Groups. Social Groups are similar to social categories in that their 
members are aware that they share something in common, i.e. there is 
consciousness of kind. However, in the social group, unlike the social category, 
there are social relations between members - the members have reciprocal 
expectations about each· others' behaviour and they interact in patterned ways. 
"They are united or held together by a sense of common identity or a similarity 
of interests which enables them to differentiate members from non-members. 
The social group then is identified by three attributes: patterned interaction, 
shared or similar beliefs and values, and ... consciousness of kind." (E. Chinoy).,..., · 

Reading: •l<Chinoy, E. op. cit. , pp. 40, 4 7 

*Fichter, J. H . op. cit. , Ch. 5 

i 
' 

. 
r 

- L 

l 
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13) Pr imary Groups ar.d Secondary Groups .. There are various ways in which 
sociologists classify social groups and perhaps the classification that is likely 
to be most fruitful from the point of view o! sociological analysis is that based 
on the nature of the relations existing among the members. An important 
distinction here is between those groups characterized by close and intimate 
relations and which are referred to as prirn.-iry groups and those groups which 
lack such close :relations and which are often called secondary groups . Three 
essential attributes of the primary group are : 1) smallness in size: 2) physical 
proximity of the members, i.e. face-to-face association; and 3) enduring social 
relations. "When social relations are intimate, personal, face to face, and 
frequent, they are characteristic of the primary group. The social relations in 
the secondary group . . . are relatively impersonal, more formal and less 
frequent, and are c.1.aracteristic of larger and loosely organized groups. 11 

(J. H. Fichter} . 11 Helations within a primary group tend to be personal, permissive 
of spontaneity, and typically {although not necessarily) long-lasting; they are 
based upon diffuse generalized mutual expectations rather than upon narrowly 
defined and precise obligations." (Ely Chinoy). Primary groups and relations 
are often found withcn larger secondary groups. Examples of primary groups 
are the family, the stre e t gang, the clique and examples of s-econdary groups 
are schools, univer s ities, t rade unions . 

Reading: '~Chinoy, E. op. cit. ' Ch. 6 

Fichter, J.H . op. cit. , Ch. 5 

Giner, s. op . cit. , pp. 56-59 

.. 
l"l., Family and Kinship. The family consists of a group made up of "adults of both 

sexes, at least two 1>f whom maintain a socially approved sexual relationship. 
and one or more children, own or adopted of the sexually cohabiting adults. ,i 
(G. P. Murdock). 11 A group of two or more persons residing together who are 

- related by blood, marriage or adoption. 11 {Bureau of the Census, U.S.A .• 1962). 
"Usually the family shares a common residence and its members cooperate in 
meeting their economic needs. 11 (E. Chinoy). The principal functions of the 
family are the reproductive, protective, socializing, economic and affective 
functions. 

An important distinction is that between the nuclear family and the extended 
family. The nuclear family consists of husband (and father), wife (and mother) 
and children {biological offspring or adopted). In many societies the concept of 
family extends both vertically and horizontally to include all who are in anyway 
related by marriage, birth or adoption. This extended family includes grand
parents, uncles, aunts, cousins as well as members of the nuclear family. 

.. 
Reading: ,:,chinoy, E. op. cit. Ch. 7 -~' 

Cotgrove, S. op. cit. , Ch. 2 
.r 

Giner, S. op. cit. , pp. 118-128 .r 
Young, M . and Fatnily and Kinship in East London, 
Wilmott, P. London, 195 7 

15) The Study of Small Groups. Research and Theory; Sociometry. 

Reading: Hare, A. P. "Interpersonal Relations in the Small 
Group" in R. E. L. Faris, op. c·it. pp. 217- ... 



Departments of Social Science, 
University College,Dublin 

METHODS OF SOCIAL RESEARCH 
Dr. C. Ward 

SURVEY RESEARCH METHODS 

Guide to Reading 1 

(Books available in the U.C.D. Library have their Dewey Index Number after them). 

Texts 
Students may choose basic text in accordance with their own interests and preferences. 
Three practical handbooks are particularly reconnnended and are available in tha 
Library (301) and the Bookshop, 

KANE, E. Doing Your Own Research, Dublin, London & N.Y., 1983 

HOINVILLE, G,, JOWELL, R. 
& ASSOCIATES Survey Research Practice, London, 1978 

MOSER, C.A. & KALTON, G. Survey Methods in Socia_l Investigation, London, 1971 

SELLTIZ, C. et al Research Methods in Social Relations, Ne~ York, 1976 

Other useful practical books for survey researchers available in the Libr~ry are: 

HYMAN, H. Survey Design an~ Analysis, New York, 1968 301 

Lffi.AUSZ, E. & MILLER, S.H. Social Research Design, London, 1974 300.18 

OPPENHEIM, A.N. Questionnaire Design and Attitude Measurement, 301 
London, 1966, 1973 

_RUNCIE, J,F. Experiencing Social Res~arch, Homewood Ill., 1976 300.72 

STACEY, M. Methods of Social Research, Oxford, 1969 301 

WISEMAN, J. & ARON, M. Field Projects in Sociology, London, 1972 301 

YOUNG, P. V. Systematic Social Surveys and Research, / 300. 72 
Englewodd Cliffs N.J., 4th edition, 1966 r 

A wide selection of books on social research may be found in the library, notably in 
Sections 300.72 and 301. 

Students should read a number of research reports as early as possible in the course. 
There are many such reports in the Library, notably in Sections 301, 309, 360 and 370. 

A very good Reader should reach the Library and Bookshop shortly: 

BYNNER, J. & STRIBLEY, K.M. Social Resear.ch: Principles and Procedures, London, 1979 

The Research Approach 

Survey research should be learned as part of a general research approach. 
reading available in the Library: 

BARSUN, J. & GRAFF, H.F. The Modern Researcher, New York, 1970 

J \ ELL, C. & NEWBY, H. Doing Sociological Research, London, 1977 
BENNETT, C.A. & LUMSDAINE, A.A. Evaluatian and Experiment, London, 1975 

It -

BULMER, M. (ed.) Sociological Research Methods, London, 1977 

GOOD, C.V. & SCATES, D.E. Methods of Research, New York, 1954 

WILLIAMSON, J.B. et al The Research Craft, Boston, 1977 

Recommended 

029.6 

300_,...72 

361 

300.72 

370.18 

300.18 
,. 

~ 
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,•.,' - : • ·a .·1· .,·st·,~; ::;21 · : ·. · ,;: :;::_st1_·a~Ev:-1ti~~c1t:;,RA~~./i~~/:,~~--·:__ 
I , 

1 

•• J ' . ' ,_.,. i C . 1· - • , : . , - . . ' . •:r::, ~; , : . . . . 
} . - .t .., . .. ,. .J ,., . I I ·H . ,.;• ,. ·- . .: _;.,,Do +1.- ---~ -...-~~·-~--~-;,.-..,.1._,, .1ci •;.

; , . • - • ~, , • •• ....••,...,; J 7: . 
• · -- .,____ . .. ·. · , reaular use ofa cu? . ·....;·.- .. :··. 

• kl\ '\ • • .. : . • . .. • • .:. ... 

l • ,,. 

!ii·~ 'I 
.... ··:.: ..... ~.-: · :~ ,~ ii '8 .fnsl ·-.· .. • .. ····· ~ --;.! .e I . Do they iise·th~ car Have they ever. owned or 

had regular me of a.car?3q1jt. to travel to~wark? 

--i~,J~j; 
la,·.c:: H. •~~·~ . IYFSj.§ f1i ~ -5 ~ ... N.§] ' 

How often111~]:it~: , 
use the car to · r:::-1 Are there journeys 
travel to work? ~ they make whkh..:_~Blit Doc-s anyone else use would be much 

]iii;! tli .. . I the car to travel easier by car?~\ . :i -'P :I .- a. ·•,i(~ What are the to work?
advantage~,? 

IYES II 
What are the Why do they no 
disadvantages? longer have a car? 

. 
The detaiied design wort can f!OW st3rt...:..formulafing precise 

~ ·~ ~ questions, ordering the questions and sections, Hi.ting pos1ible 

"' 
~ ~ c:itee;ories uf auswe~ _adding lnstfuctions · .4\-114 :iii_rapom for . 
~ · c:= 

I ' 
intemew~s, and l~g data proces.sms rrqt;1~t$. At the<.ll ~ ~ 

drafting stage pil0.t wor.t, 4i$CUS1i~ at the eua of thi.$ m.ipter, is' . Q ::I. ....... uo essential to test the q1i~ttonnalre in the field. TI1e ~~her has to 
~ ~ en ~ keep four main d~ign'~siderations in mfuct•.: . : ·, ,, I ' ' • • •, • ' 

' ""\\. ~ ,$ First the questions must be designed so that they ate easy for• 
respondents to understand and to answer acc11ratel1 aiid clearly. ,~l .1.~ = S 
The vocabulary used therefore bas to be wniprehtnsible to an'<~ O'~~ 
respondents (not just to the majority). An unfam~ or aJnbiguou~~~· 0 ~ word, -even if it· is pot ~·~ ey word in the .9u~c;,n, .~r-.Pl~ U,. ~ ·- ....""N. T"I ...., ·= 
difficult for the ~~nd~nt1q ~nq~~4 tP,~ rnt Qf ~ -.q~~tion~

Next, the qu~qoona~ mp$! b~, ~f for ipterv1¢wers Jo 
"-.. 'l 6'( u :0 
~ ~ admiQmet, It mU$t bo-~, for epmple, wti~ 1$- to·be rea4 ouUp 

res~nde~ts and wbtflt l~ction fo,: the Interviewer. Signpos15 
~ for tilt~ questions (that is, instruction$ that t'C$~lct ·~rtaln 

questions to some res~JK!eotl) m\lSl be ell$)' to Identify. It .rnJJSt b·e 

' 

·•.- tr·:,:~ _q: ........ k :-~-~ :-:, 

QUESTIONNAIRi CONSTlt.UCTION 

easy for interviewers to record all answers, including those that do 
not fit the preclctennined framework. 

Third, the questionnaire should be constructed so that the 
recorded answers can easily be edited. coded and transferred onto• · ,. . , 

.....t computer file for statistical analysis. For this purpose, respondents' 
answers have to be given code numbers. The normal procedure is to 
adopt a layout that facilitates the direct transfer of responses from 
the questionnaires to punched cards or tape. For most questiJim; 
interviewers circle a code number (corresponding to the answer) that 
is to be punched: 

Code 
'Are you •.... (READ OUT) . •.• ~arried, . 1 

:,_ ••.•.. smgle,·;: CD 
....widowed, 3 

. . . •.• . . . . separated or divorced?' 4 

But response categories (i.e. the code list) cannot always be 
determined in advance. Some questions have to be left ·•open' for -~i interviewers to record verbatim answers for coding in the office later. 
There must be space 011 the questionnaire for these answers to be 

-~_,... re-corded in full, and provision made in the layout for code numbers 
to·be adcicd afterwards. The probing of open-ended questions and 
the method of compiling coding frames from responses to them are 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 8. 

finaily, the fl,>w, structure and length of the questionnaire should 
encourage and keep the rei;pondent's interest. The subject of the 
survc:y and the approach to the respondent will be primary factors in 
securing co-operatlQq, but the format of the questionnaire can help 
to maintain it. The first few questions set the tone: they should be 
h1teresting and el'Sy to answei-. If there is a serle5 or 1-epeUtive 
attitude scalt:S 01~y 5hould \>~ staggered to avoid tedium and fatigu~; 
topiC$ ,hould flow epily. 

lf all tbese rt!qulremtnts 11,:e met, r~ponclents' ji\temf cau 
usually be maip~ine(t for ,-t J~st forty miput~ on most subjecu. 
Brevity is not iilway~ ~&entilll for @3llltainjng co-ope.ration. When 
an ipte:rvlew bi Joris, as many interviews tend to be, what is po!.~ible 
depends tnainJy on the respond~nt's interest in the subject: lie may 
be happy to~"- for two hours-f.bout the education of his chifdreQ, 

·._ b~ maybe. b9rcd a.ru(.g~pcrative 11fter rnllf tn hoµr on s!Jbject5 
thttt 11, feel$. !lave little retevanq! t0 hi$ life. · · 

; ~.I ~ ~ ' • ' • • ~ • 

.-, . ,• ''~ .~-.-.......... 
· 1 < Jq t~~ past, •ffiNdll\al ._llJCII ~-4 the lmaae of ~ma rather 'soft' 

. , ·. · lfld wooJJy ln c9mparbon with l>ehtrioural mearcll-wblch 'injoyed . 
,· ' thi image of befQf 'har4', ripou, aiid precise. U11t the 5t,rc:otypq:· 
\~ • I 1 

' -· -, 
• •r --,.-,.,,..,--"I 
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SOCIAL-SUR.VEY RESEARCH 
61

4 tntroduction and Further leading 
MAJlTIN BULMi!lt. 

755 The Flntllngs or Survey Research 
PAUL P, LAZAASFELD 

78Evidence and Inference in Social Research 6 
t>AUL F, UZAJlSFELD 

91The Meaning of Relationships in Social-survey Analysis7 
MORRIS ROSENBERG 

Introduction4 Martin Bulmer. and Further Reading 
--·- - ·-·· 

- Research sociologists~ in their driving effort to get the facts, 
tend to forget that (besides methodology) the disLinctive 
offerin[!, of sociology to our society is sociological theory, not 
only researched description. Indeed, t.i'-1e market, corporate and 
government fact-Ii .riding agencies ca.n C;\Sily outdo any 
sociologist in researched descriptions through sheer resources, if 
they care to. Where the sociologist can help is by providittg 
theory that will make the research relevaot (Glaser amt :itrauss 

, ' , (1967] pp. 30-1). 

The social survey dominates empirical social research in W cstcm 
industrial societies. A very large proportion of social rcwirch is 

· carried out using these methods, and the majority or textbooks on 
research methods devote .most attention to aspects of research 
design, sampling, data collection and analysis for social surveys, 
The social survey in its modern loan is largely a British invention 

. , being first developed in the classical poverty surveys by Charles 
Booth on London (ll889- 1902}; also Simey {19601, Prautz (1%7]) 
and Secbohm Rowntree in York (ll902]; also Briggs {1961 1). 
Sampling lcchniqncs were fir•;\ ctriploycd by A. L. Bowley in 1912 
in a sludy of social conJitio11s in (our English towns, enormously 

increasing the usefulness of surveys because they enabled inrcrcn
ces to be made about a population, within calculable margins of 
error, from a sample of only a very small rraction or that 
population. Oevelopmeills during the present century have carried 
on this tradition which is particularly closely linked to social 
policy and social'administration in all its aspects (Abrams [ I951 ]; 
Moser and Kalton (19H] Ch. I). 

Two broad types of social survey may be distinguished, the 
descriptive and the analytical. The former is much the more 
cornmon, particularly in Britain. Descriptive surveys are designed 
to portray accurately the characteristics of particular individuals, 
situatlo~s or groups (in tem1s of behaviour, attitudes and 
dispositions to act)t and to detcrmlne the frequency with which 
such behaviour or attitudes occur in the population being 
sampled. Analytic surveys are concerned to test hypotheses about " 
the relationships between variabfes in order to understand and 
explain a particular social phenomenon (Selltiz [1965) Chs 3, 4). 
The distinction is not a hard and fast one, but it can usually be 
clearly made. In particular a very large amount indeed of 
descriptive social-survey research is carried on outside academic 
settings by people who do not regard themselves as sociologists 
and whose research is often not infonned by theoretical 
considerations at all. 

Historically there has been a considerable divergence between 
those whose primary interest in social swveys is statistical and 
technical, and those whose interests are more theoretical and 
socrologically oriented (cf. Abrams [1 968} pp. 13- 30, 136-43). 
Many of the devdopments in British survey work in the twentieth 
century have come from statisticims from Bowley onwards, while 
until 1950 sociologists were so few in number that there was not 
the impulse to follow theoretical lines of inquiry through survey 
work. 
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Department of Sociology. 

Univer~~ty_ 9.?.:~~Jf.e_,_E_ublin. 

FIRST SOCIAL SCIENCE SOCIOLOGY 

Pro£. Conor K. Ward 

A UGUSTE COMTE (1798-1857) 

Major Writings 

1822 Plan for the scientific operations necessary for 
the reorganization of society 

1830-1842 Course of positive philosophy (6 vols) 

The positive philo s oph y, Freely translated and 
condensed by H. Martineau. (2 vols), London,.). 1853 {l 94) 

1844 A discourse on the positive spirit (4 vols} (194) 

1851-1854 System of positive policy (4 vols) (194) 

1852 A positivist catechism (194) 

1856' Subjective synthesis, Vol l ..-·(194) 
/ -

At his death he was working on: 

A treatise on universal education 

System of positive industry 

J 
{194 is the Dewey Index Number under which these books 

books are shelved in the U. C. D. Library) 
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UNIVERSIDAD COMPLUTENSE DE MADRID 

FACULTAD DE CIENCIAS POLITICAS Y SOCIOLOGIA 
CO0IGO OE, PLAN DE 

PLAN DE ESTUDIOS DE 1974ESTU0IOS ~ 

SOCIOLOGIA 

SEGUNDO CICLO 

CUARTO CURSO QUINTO CURSO 
Sociologia Sociologia 

Cod,go 1 C6di9G 
3sJgnewr. asignat...-

030 : Estructura Social de Espana 060 Sociolog,a de la Religion 
03) I Conflicto Social y Conducta desviada 061 Sociologfa de la Educaci6n 
032 Tecnicas Avanzadas de lnvestigaci6n Q62 Sociologia de la Familia 

Social 063 · Sociologia del Canocimiento 

Antropologia Social 
Antropologia Social 

033-ii Historia de la Antropologfa 
064 , . Antropologia cultural cognitiva034". Antropologia Politica 
065 Tecnicas de lnvestigaci6n en Antropolo-035 : Sistemas de Parentesco y Familia 

gia . 
Psicologia Social 066 Antropolpgfa Social de Espana 

Psicologia Social036 Cultura y person_alidad 
037 • Sociologfa de la Comunicaci6n Humana 067 Psicologfa Social Aplicada
038 Metodos y Tecnicas de lnvestigaci6n en 068 Sociologfa de los Grupos Pequei'fos 

Psicologia Social ) 069 Teorfa de las Actitudes y Opinion Publica 

Sociologia y Ecologia Humana 
Poblaci6n y Ecologia Humana 

039 Historia de 13 Poblaci6n 
070 Analisis Oemografico y Ecol6gico040 Sociologia Urbana 
071 La Poblaci6n Espanola 041 Sociologfa Rural 
072., Politicas Demograficas y Ordenaci6n del 

Sociologia Politica Territorio 

042 Comportamiento Politico, Partidos y Socio~ogia Politica 
Grupos de Presi6n 

073 Sociologfa Electoral ,,..043 01ganizaciones Formales y Burocracia 
074 Teorfa de las Actitudes y Opinion Publica044 Modernizaci6n, Conflicto y Desarrollo 
075 ldeologfa Polfticas ContemporaneasPoliticos ,, 

Sociologia Industrial Sociologia Industrial 

045 ' Sociologfa del trabajo y del ocio 
076 lnvestigaci6n de Mercados y Sociologia046 : Organizaciones Formales y Burocracia 

de Consumo047 i Sociologfa del Desarrollo Econ6mico 
077 ◄ Sindicalismo Contemporaneo v Organi

zaci6n Sindical EspanolaEstudios lberoamericanos 
07S · Trabajo Sociai y Bienestar Social 

048 Geograffa de lberoamerica 
049 Historia Moderna y Contemporanea de Estudios lberoamericanos 

lberoamerica 
050 Economia de lberoamerica 079 Regfmenes Politicos de lberoamerica 

-i:: 051 Movimientos Polftico-Sociales de lbe 080 Estructura Social de lberoamerica 
roamerica oar Antropologia de lberoamerica 

052 Sociologia Politica 0 82 Sociologia Industrial 

NOTA 
Los alumnos de segundo ciclo completaran los estudios con asignaturas optativas. de modo -' ·•---/·

que cursen cinco asignaturas en total por cada curso. La Facultad reglamentara oportunamente el 
sistema de optatividad, de modo que se elijan las optativas entre el resto- de las asignatw-as obliga- [ 

Itorias, sin . mas limitaciones que las indicadas por una obligada racionalizaci6n cientffica _y priori-
dad de las materias. t 
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SOCIOLOGIA 
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PRIMER CURSO SEGUNDO CURSO 
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a$igtll'lW1f u ignatura 
J 

001 - lntroducci6n a la Ciencia Polftica 01 0 Tecnicas de lnvestigaci6n Social 
002 , Sociologfa General OtT Historia de las Ideas y Formas Polfticas 
003. ( Economfa OlZ] Estructura Economica 
004' Estadistica aplicada a las Ciencias So 01J"l Ecologia Humana 

ciales 014.'~ Psicologia Social 
005 I Filosoffa y Metodologfa de las Ciencias 015..l Historia de la Teoria Sociol6gica 

Sociales 
006 l Historia Econ6mica y Social, Moderna y 

Contemporanea de Espana 

TERCER CURSO 

C6digo 
as,gnatura 

020 Ciencia de la Administraci6n 
021 Estructura Social contemporanea 
022 Relaciones lnternacionales 
023 Teoria General de la Poblaci6n 
024 Cambia Social 
025 Antropologia Social 
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SOCIOLOGIA DE LA F~~dILIA 

IJ.JTRODUCCION 

El estudio socio1.ogico de lEl, fami.lia: G:randes etapas historicaa Y' 
moclelos aociologicos de la farnili.a contemporanea. 

PRIMERA PARTE .. FAMILIA Y SOCIEDAD .. 

lo rtIARCOS TEORICOS PARA EL ESTUDIO SOCIOLOGICO DE LA FAMILIA. 

1.2. Ana.lisis ant~opol6gico: los sistemaa de pai-entesc~ y familia~ 
1.3. An8.lisis historico: la evoluci6n del sistema familiar 7 el. - .: 

cambio social. 
, .· -- • ' ., ,.,,. 

1.4. Analisis max-xista: la familia, las relaciones de produccion 
y la reproducci6n social de las ideologias. - - _ 

I V 

1 .. 5. A."la.li.sis estr-uctural-:funcional: la familia coma nu.cleo da 
conexi6.n 2:.n~re el sistema. de la pe.rsonalidad y el. sistema 
social .. 

1.6. P:::iiccanalisis y familia: El complejo de Ed.ipo y la formaci6n. 
f 2 niliar .. 

, ry. , •• , • T~~ l ~1~~..l...., .. o ot, ,_s +~~ct1·c1· 1~_,_ :... ona :""s. 

1~3 .. &~-forprns ern:plricos e.r'i tH estudio de la familia. Tendencies 
3.ct;12,les .. 

2 ;, F·AMILIA Y ES~HUCTUHA SOCIAL. •. 

FHi.;ij.l _ia y ravolucion i.ncltwtrial. 

P:r·e(ie::- ie 19 Play . l..:>t-ime:ras aportaciones sabra l.a inc:L 
dencia de la :i.r..dustrializacion en la familia-.. ...,. 

Los histo.:tiadcres soc:iales (Grupo de Ca.mbri~ge}. Nuevoa 
planteam.ientos., _.,, 

2 .. 1.3 ., .Posicion actual de los soci6logos de la 
. 
famil.ia. . 

2 a2 .. La e·1roluci6n de las forrnas familia.res: familia extensa. fam.i . 
lia nuclea.-r-, familia extensa modificada. •- - - . . -:' •. 

2eJ~ Ce.racte~isticas de la familia occidental. 

3., EL CICLO DB VIDA DE LA FAf:T.ILI.A. 

3.1 • .Actua.lidad de este enfoque. Etapas del ciclo vital_de la fa.mi 
J.ia -:,r variables socio-economicas. 

3 .,1 .. l,. 1a form:J.cion de la familia .. Noviazgo y rnatrimonio.-

3"'l .. 2 o C-reci:rniento de la familia. Uacimiento de los hijo_~ 
3 .. 1*3" Tama.no definitive J.e la familia y paulatina extinci6n. 

_....-. 

https://famil.ia
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SEGU1WA PARTE .• LA PHOBLEMATICA ESPECIPICA DE LA VIDA DE PAMILIA. 

4. LA DINAMICA INTZRNA DE LA FAMILIA: PROCESOS DE SOCIALIZAC.I!mT. 
INF ANC IA Y JOVENT UD. 

4.,1 .. Mad.res e hijos .. ·svoluci6n del concepto de mater--nidad a traves·· 
de la hist o:r ia. 

4.2. Padres e hijos. El autcritn.rismo y l.a permisivida.d. 

4.3. La socializacion del niflo. El papel de la familia en la for
maci6n c.e la pel'sonalidad. 

4.4. El status de los joYenes dentro de la familia. Conf1icto 
entre generaciones. El papel social de los j6venes.. -

5. RELACION2S CONYUGALES: PAPEL DE LA MUJER EN LA FilIILIA _Y EN LA 
SOCIEDAD. 

5~1. Relaciones de paxeja: Pautas de interacciori entre I.os: esposos 
en la familia actual. 

5 .2 .. Distribucion de roles conyug ales. Diferenciac.ion segun. el. ae-xo~ 
.E,'-;olucion y situacion actual en los paises desa.r-ro1lados. 

5 .. 3. El trabajo domest ico. Caracter isticas y condici.ones. Bases 
para J.a reproduccion c1e la sub-cultura 11 femenina0 • 

5.4. El tr!?.bajo de la rr..ujer fue:ra de casa: economia.,. desarrol.lo• 
ideol.og:i.a y est2·uct ura social. 

5 :5. Los movimientos dc1 libera.ci6n de la mujer. 

). 
6. RELACIOH:2S CON LOS F'ATHlm·11gs, LA TR.T-iCERA EDAD y LA FA1\ULIA .. 

6.1. Relacio!1E::s con los parient2s: Patrones y significaci6n social. 
en las s a ciedades modernan. 

6.2. I.a desa-oa~ic ic:;n_ fisic~ de lo;-! conyuges. La viudez"' El probl.e
ma de los hijos .. 

6.3~ La vejez de los ~iembros de la famil.ia. El status de/1.os ancia 
' nos dentro de le. familia. Vejez y vida cctidiana. .✓ -- -

7. SEXUALIDAD Y FAMILIA. 

7 .l.. La sexualidad humana. El inst.into Y' l.as pul.sion.es . La mora1 · 
sexual "cultU!"al ''. 

7.2. La sexualidad j_nfantil. 

7.3. La sexualidad feinenina. 

7.4 .. La carne y el cuerpo: La seducci6n (Baudrillard) y el erotismo . 
7.5. Sexualidad y matrimonio en la moderna sociedad. industrial.. 

8. MATRIMONIO Y .?lEPRODUCCION. 

8.l. Est:ructu:ra social y fecunclidad . 

8.2. Planificaci6n familiar y control de natalidad: una interpre-ta
ci6n historica. 

8.3. La planifica ci6n familiar en la actualidad. J.W~todos de· control 
de natalidad, diflliJi6n y actitudes · de la poblaci6n. 

https://pul.sion.es
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9,. CRISIS, -DISOLUCION DE LA F.AMTIIA Y NUEV'O MATRIMONIO. 

Matrimonio y divorcio. Facto:rea que influyen en el. di.vc rcio. 
El divorcio en distintoe paises. 
El impncto del divorcio en la est~uctw.·a famil:ia=-. Especial 
repercusi6n en la situaci6n de la mujer. · 
La reinserci6n socia1 de los divorciados. Nuevo ma~imonic• 

.. ...-
T&RCERA PARTE. FAMILIA Y SOCIEDAD EN ESPAf:A. 

10. LA REALIDAD FAMILIAR EN ESPANA. 

10.1• . Eatructu:ra familiar y estructw.•a social. Composi.ci611 y tamano 
de le fa.milia en la actualidad. 

10.2. El ciclo de vida de la familia espafiola. 
10.. 2.1 • .t!'ormacion de la femilia: elecci6n de- pareja y ma:t~i.mo-

nio.Edad de contraer matrimonio de los espaiioles. 
10.2.2. Expansion de la familia. Los hijoa y la vida fa.ririliar. 
10.2.3. Contracci6n de la fa.milia. La etapa de]. ttni.do vacio". 

J.0.2~4 .. Extincion de la :(amilia.) . 
10. 3. rroviazgo y matrimonio. 

10.3Ql. La elecci6n de c6nyuge. 

10.3.2 .. Las relaciones sexualea prematrimonialea. 
Trab~jo y nivel de vida. 
10.. 4,.1. Posiciones socialea y econom!a familiar. 
10.4.2. Repercusiones del "nuevo" rol feme.c.ino en. 1a a.s.tru.ctu
• ra de la familia. 

10.5. Familia y reproJuccion. Planificacion familiar y co.ntro1 da 
natalidad. 

10.,6 .. Matrimo.nio y divorcio. Situacion actual y pe:r-spectiva.a futuraa. 
10.7. Infancia y familia. 

10.8. La tercera edad. 
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LECTURAS BASICAS 

DEL CAMPO, s. La evolucion de la familia es afio1a en e1 si lo XX. 
Alianza, • 

PEL CAMPO, S. y NAVAIWO, M. Ana.lisis sociologico de la farnilia espa
fiola, Ministerio de Cultura, r aria:, 1982. 

KONING, R., La familia en la actualidad, Sig'lo XXI, Madrid, l..981 

FLANDRIN, Jean-Louis, Or{~ener de la familia moderna~ Grijal.bo• 
Barcelona, 19 9. 

SHORTER, Edward, El nacimiento de la familia moderna, Anesa. Buenos 
Aires, 1977. · 

MICHEL, Andre, ;;iociolo8i~ de la familia y el matrimonio 9 Peninsu1a., 
Ba.:rcel ona, 74. 

FROJ,IN, HORKEEii-1'2R, PAHSONS y otros. La familia, Penuisula~ Barcelona, 
1972. 
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' 
I,- Conceotos basicos del analiais sociolooic:o. 

leccion 1: La Soc:ioloc!a ccmo ciencia de la. sociedad. Pl.uralismo te6rica I 
y metodelogice de la sociolegia contemporanea::. la sacioloq:!a i 
come ciencia multiparadigmat1ca. 

Lecc:i~n 2: La sociedad come trama_interactiva: el concepta de acci6n 
social. fundamentes normativos~ ideales y simb61icas de la 
accion social. Cultura y socializaci6n: funciones y elemento~ 
de la cultura; el proceso de socializaci6n (etapas y agentes 
basico s); socializacian, conformidad y desviacion social.-

Lecci6n 3: La sociedad c:omo trama instituciona.l: e1 concepto de estruc
tura social. Tipos de estructura social. El. sistema social~ 

Lecc:i6n 4: La sociedad come trama institucicnal csmbiante: el concepta dE 
cambio social. Procesos, fac:teres y agentes de1 cambic social. 
Conflicto social y . revolucion. Industrial.iz·acion,. desarrollo l 
modernizacion. 

BIBLIOGRAFIA (lecciones 1 a 4): 

* G. Rocher, Introducci6n a la socioloo!a general {Barcelona•. Herder. 1975} 
pp. 78-85, 131-171, 376-387,.425-597. 

E. Chinoy, Introduccion a 1-a socioloa!a (Buenos Aires~ Paidas, 196a) 

M. Garc.!a Ferrando, "La sociolog!a, z.una ciencia multiparadigmatica?" 
en J. Jimenez Blanco y C. Moya (eds.). Teoria socio
looica (Madrid, Tecnos;1978 )~ pp. 445-454. 

T.S. Kuhn, La estructura de las revolucian es cient!ficas (M~xico, fondo 
de Cultura ~c:on6mica,19 75 ). 

l 



II.- La emergencia y consolidacion de la sociedad industrial: caracte
r!sticas b~sicas e interpretaciones te6ricas de la -oran transformaci6n~ 

Lecci6n 5: Los factores cul turales de la "gran transformaci6n ••. La revo
luci6n cultural del siglo XVIII europeo ccmo variable diferen-
ciadora basics. Las ideas de ciencia y progresa., racionalisme: 
y desencantamiento del mundo. La interpretaci6n del proceso 
por Max Weber. 

Lecci6n 6: fac:tores pol!tic:o-sociales de la '"gran transf'ormaci6n": Esta
do nacional ~' revoluci6n democratica.. El.. analisis de Al.exis 
de Tocqueville. 

Lecci6n 7: f actores economicos de la ''gran transformacion•: I.a revolucia' 
industrial~ El analisis de la emergente sociedad industrial
capitalista en la obra de Karl Marx. 

Lecci6n B: La ugran transformaci6nn en Espaf'fa: pol.!tica. econamia y cul
tura y el final del "antiguo r~gimen" •. 

BIBLIOGRAFIA (Lecciones 5 a 8} ~ 

E.J. Hobsbawm, Las revoluciones burouesas (Madridr Guadarrama,.1971.)• 
· p'p. 2J-143. 

c. fohlen, La revoluci6n industrial (Barcelona,. Vicens Vives~ 1978). 

R. R~mond, El antiguo r~aimen (Barcelona, · Vic~ns Vives). 

*Max Weber, La ~tica protestante ye~ esp!ritu del cac£talis~o (Barcelo
na, Peninsula} "Introducci6n del autor" y cap~tula 5. 

t,,A. de Tocqueville, De la democracia en America (M~xicc,. Fonda de Culture 
Economica}, pp. 31-41. · 

*K. Marx, "Manifiesto comunista" en E. Tierno, Antolog!a de Marx (Madrid,. 
Edicusa, /'I~ ) pp. 385-401. 

*J• Nadal. El fracaso de la revoloci6n industrial en Espaffa,1814-1913 
(Barcelona, Ar~el,ilf82. ) • 

*C• r-1. Cipolla, Historia economica de la Europa preindustrial (Madri.d, Re
vista de Occidente, 1976), pp. 1~1-156, 167-182,. 199-262. 

T.S. Ashton, La revoluci6n industrial (M~xico, Fonda de Cultura Econ6mic 

R. Aron, Dieciocho lecciones sabre la sociedad industrial (Barcelona,. 
Seix Barral). 

itS. Giner, Sociolocia (Barcelcna, · Penfnsula,1983},. cap!tulo 9. 

G. Poggi, The Development of the Modern State. A Sociolocical Intro·ductio 
(London, Hutchinson, 1978). 
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I I I.- Estruct.ura social comparada: la estructura soci.al de Esp ana y de Eu
ropa occidental en perspectiva comparada. 

A) Estructura poblacional:' sociologia de la poblaci6n. 

Lecci6n 9: El estudio sociol6 gico de la poblaci6n. Fuentes de datos demcgra--
ficos. 

Lecci6n' 10: Principal es teorias d19mograficas: Mal thus;: teor!.a de: 1.a transi.
ci6n demografica; teor!a del cambia. y de l..a- respues.--ta.• 

Lecci.6R 11: Et.apas b.§sicas de la historia de la pobla-ci.6n hunrana·:- l.as dos: 
revoluciones demograficas. La situaci6n demografica del. munda. 
actual. 

Lecci6n 12: Procesos demograficos (1): La fecundidad. Concept.as- y me-di.cio
nes. Tendencias. niveles y explicaci.ones: d& ·l.a fecundidad .. 

Lecci6n 13: Procesos demograficos (2): La mortalidad. La medicidn de I.a 
mortalidad. Mortalidad diferencial. 

Lecci6n 14: Procesos demograficos (y3): Las migraciones .. Tipos de migracia
nes. Explicaciones te6ricas de las migracianes. Consecuencias 
de las procesos migratories. 

,. 
Leccion 15: Fecundidad, mortalidad y migraciones en Espaffa. 

Lecci6n 16: Caracter.!sticas demograficas de las sociedades buaanas: la es
tructura par sexo y edad. 

Lecci6n 17: Caracteristicas demograficas y estilos de vida: educaci6n;· ocu
paci6n; ingresos; religiosidad; veto. 

Lecci6n 18: Crecimiento poblacional y desar~ollo econcmico. E1 concepto de· 
desarrollo econ6mico. La incidencia del crecimiento demoqr~fico 
sabre el desarrollo econ6mico: bases ideal6gicas y estadisticas 
del debate. 

Lecc i 6n 19: Crecimiento poblacional y recurses alimentarias. 

Lecci6n 20: La distribuci6n espacial de la poblaci6n: el procesa de urba
nizaci6n. Impacto de los procesos demogr~ficos sabre la urbani
zaci6n. lmpacto de la urbanizaci19n sabre los estil.os y condic·ia
nes de vida. 

Lecci6n 21: Poblaci6n, mujer y familia: cambios en las condic:iones demogra
ficas y cambios en la posici6n social de la mujer yen la ergs-· 
nizaci6n de la familia. 

Lecci6n 22: El envejecimienta de la poblaci6n. El aumento de la poblaci~n 
de edad avanzada. Caracteristicas socio-demogrAficas de la p0-
blaci6n de edad avanzada. Consecuencias de1 envejecimiento de 
la poblaci6n. 
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Lecci6n 23: La pol!tica demogr~fica. 

BIBLIOGRAFIA (L~cciones 9 a 23): 

*John R. Weeks, Sociologia de la poblaci6n (Madrid, Al~anza.I984}. 

-If.Amanda de Miguel, La pir2mide . social espanola (Madrid. f"undaci6n March
Editorial Ariel, 1977). 

•Alfonso Garcia Barbancho, Poblaci6n, empleo v para (Madrid. Pir$mide. 
1982). 

~ ~ierre George, Poblaci6n y poblami~nto (Barcelona~ P~n!nsula. 1979}. 

* K. Davis, "la urbanizaci.Sn de la poblaci6n hu.mana" en Scienti.fic American 
La ciudad (Madrid, Alianza, 1967), pp. ti a 36. 

A. Garcia Ballesteros, Crecimiento v problemas de la poblaci6n mundial 
(Barcelona, Salvat, 1982). 

J. Nadal, · : La poblaci6n espaRola (Barcelona~ Ariel.1971). 

C.M. Cipolla, Historia econ6mica de la ooblaci6n mundial (Buenos Airea, 
EUDEBA, 1964). 

J. Diez Nicolas y J. de Miguel., Control de natalidad en Espana (Barcel.o
na, Fontanella, 1981), capitulo 1. 

J. de ffiiguel, "La poblaci6n", en _marsal y Oltra (eds~), Nuestra socie-
) - dad_ (Barcel~n_a, Vicehs Vives, 1980) ~ pp. 35-66. . 

~Jose J. Toharia. "la situacion demogr~fica y familiar•. e'l R. Lo~ez ?in
ter, (ed.), Espai'la:Balance 1983 (Madr~d• OYCOS.,. 1983). 

J. Vinuesa (ed.), El estudio de la poblaci6n (Madrid. IEAL. 1982}. 

I. Agl!Jero y A. Olano, "La intensa ca.!da reciente de la fecundidad y la 
nupcialidad en Espana", en R. Conde (ed.). Famili2 y cambio 
social en EspaRa (Madrid, C.I~S.,1982). pp. 33-60. 

A. de Miguel, Diez errores sabre la poblacion espanola (Madrid• Tecnos, 
1982). 

M. Sagrera, El problema poblacional: demasiados espaAoles (~adrid. edito
rial Fundamentos, 1983). 

J. Rodr!guez Osuna, "Distribucion espacial de la poblaci6n en Espaffa". en 
Revista Espai'lola de Investigaciones Sociol6qicas, Octubre-di
ciembre 1983. 

P. Alcobendas, Dates sobre el trabajo de la mujer en Espaffa (Madrid. 
C.I.S., 1983). 

P. P!rez Puchal, La natalidad en Espai'la (Secretariado de Publicaciones · de 
la Universidad de Valencia, 1980}. 

B. Ca~hinero, "Aspectos demograficos de la sociologia de la familia: la 
edad al matrimonio", en R. Conde. ed•• op. cit,. pp.65-90. 
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J. Salcedo (ed.}, "Trabajos sobre sociolog.!a de 1a pob.laci6·n en Espana"'• 
Revista de Investiqaciones Sociol6qicas, n~ 10, abril-junio 19Bcr. 

Ministerio de Econom!a, Poblaci6n, actividad y ocupaci6~ en Espa~ar 
2 vols. (Madrid, 1979 y 1980). 

B) Estructura familiar: 

Lecci6n 18: La familia come institucion sociai. Tipos de ~amilia. fun
ciones de la familia. 

Lecci6n .19: Din Amica familiar. El ciclo vital de Ia fanti.li.a., 

Lecci6n 20: La familia en Espa"a• 

BIBLIOGRAFIA (Lecciones 18 a 20): . 

R. Konig, La familia en nuestro tiempa (Madrid, Sig.lo XXI. 1981.). 

* S. del Campoy M. Navarro, Analisis sociol6oico de la familia espar-ola 
(Madrid, Ministerio de Cultura, 1982). 

S. del Campo, La evoluci6n de la familia espanola en el siolo XX (Madrid 
Alianza Universidad, 1982). 

E. Shorter, The Making of the Modern Family (New York~ Basic Bocks,1977} 

C) Estructura politica:
) 

Lecci6n 21: Tipos de sistemas pol.!ticos: democracies y autocracias. 

Lecci6n 22: Partidos y sistemas de partidos. Los sistemas de partidos 
de la Europa occidental. 

Lecci6n 23: La estructura pol!tica de la Espa~a contempor§nea. 

BIBLIOGRAFIA {Lecciones 21 a 23): 

G. Sartori, Partidos v sist·emas de partidos ( Madrid. Alianza. l • 
cap!tulo 5. 

Dowse y Hughes, Socioloo!a·pol!tica (Madrid, Alianza, 1975). 

R. Aron, Democracie v totalitarismo (Barcelona. Seix Barra!) 

*R• L6pez Pintor, La opinion p~blica espanola: del franguismo a la demo
cracia (Madrid, CIS. 1982), cap!tulos 3 y 4. 

if' J. M! Maravall, La pol.!tica de la transici6n ( Madrid, Taurus,, I.982) • 
PP• 186-218. 

* R. L6pez Pintor y J.1. Wert, "La vida pol!tica", en R. L6pez Pintor (ed. 
La sociedad esoafiola en 1983 (Madrid. Oic.o~,,tt~3) · 

S. Henig,, ed., Political Parties in the Eurooean Community (tondod~~ 
George Allen and Unwin, 1979)~ 

L. L6pez Guerra, "La evoluci6n del electarado,,1977-79", en J~ de Este
b~n y L. L6pez Guerra (eds.), Las elecciane~ le islativas del 
1 de ffiarzo de 1979 (Madrid, C.I.S., 1979, pp.501-522. 
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D) La estruritura narmativa: valores, reliai6n, derecho. 

Lecci6n 24: Valores y sistemas de valores. 

Lecci6n 25: El an~lisis sociol6gico de· la religi6n: Marx, Weber, Durkhei 
y Freud. Pluralism □ religiosc y secularizaci6n. La religi6n 
en Espana. 

Lecci6n 26: El sistema legal: normas, instituciones y roles; la cultura 
legal. Tipos de sistemas legales. El sistema legal espanol. 
Oerechc y desviaci6n. 

BIBLIOGRAF!A (Lecciones 24 a 26): 

*J.J. Toharia, "El derecho", en rflarsal y Oltra, (eds.), Nuestra sociedad 
(Barcelona, Vicens Vives, 1980), pp. 423-441. 

*J• Estruch, "La religi6n", en marsal y Oltra, op.cit., pp. 453-479. 

J.L. L6pez-Aranguren, "La moral social"• en marsal y Oltra, op. cit., 
pp. 443-461. 

Fundaci6n FOE SSA, Estudios sociol6 ices sabre la s it.uaci6n social de 
Espana, 1975 Madrid, Euram~rica, 1976 ,pp. 529- 704. 

Jes~ Juan Toharia, "Los j6venes y la religi6nn, en Varios Autares,. lnfor-
me sociol6gico sobre · 'la juventu-d espanol.a,1960-1.982 (Madrid, 1 

Ediciones SM, 1984), pp. 117-158. 

E) Estratificaci6n social: la organizaci6n social de la desigualdad. 

Lecci6n 27: El concepto de estratificaci6n social: perspectivas te6ricas 

Lecci6n 28: Dimensiones de la desigualdad. Consecuencias de la desigual 
dad: candiciones de vida y estilas de vida. Percepci6n y 
conciencia de la desigualdad. 

Lecci6n 29: La mavilidad social: concepta 7 tipos, y consecuencias. La 
movilidad social en las saci~dades industriales avanzadas. 
La mov i'lidad social en Espana. 

BIBLIOGRAFIA (Lecciones 27 a 29): 

~E. Pinilla de l~s Heras, "Las clases s □ ciales 7 realidad social y proble
ma te6rico", en marsal y Oltra 7 eds.~ op. cit., 
pp. 151-192. 

*~- de Miguel, et. al., Recursos humanas clases ianes en Es aria 
madrid, Edicusa, 1977 • . ....,/J 

V. P~rez -Diaz, Clase obr era orden social conciencia de clase (Madrid> 
fundaci6n del ! NI, 1980 • 
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. .. 

J.F. Tezanos, _Estructura de clases conflictos de oDer en la Es ana 
post-franguista Madrid, Edicusa, 1978. 

J.F. Te~anos, l.Crisis de la conciencia obrera? {madrid,. mezquita,. 1982}. 

Fundaci6n FOESSA, Informes sociol6 ices sabre la situaci6n social de 
Espana madrid, Euram~~ica, l 70 y 1976 ~ 

s.m. Lipset y R. Bendix (eds.), Clase. status y poder (madrid, Euram~ri
ca, 1972). 

M! A. Durtm, Desiaualdad social y enfermedad (Madri.d. Tecnas:., J..9al). 
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;, Student O uesti({))nnaire 
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r--------·------ ----- -
1 i 
I STUDEIT QUBST.IONBAIB! l 
I l 
I 
J •l 
I This questionnaire is part of a study being conducted by Kr. I 
I David ftedina, Instructor of SociologJ at aount S~n Antonio I 
j College. the purpose of the studJ is to make coaparisons of J 
I students fro ■ the United States, the United Kingdoa, aDd The I 
I State of Israel. There are no right of •rong answers. The a 

ansvers are confidential and the respondents Yill · remain 1' l anonyaous. Aasver all the questions on the coaputerized answer 
j sheets proYided. Please do not vrite on this questionnaire 
l fora. 
j 

-------·---------' 

1. What is yo~r sex? 
a. female 
b~ male 

2. flha t i~ j"OUC: a9e? 
d., 13 or younger 
b. 14 
c. 1 5 
d. 16 
e. 17 or: old.er 

3. Which of the following countries are you a citiz en ot? 
a. Isra.€1 
b. United ~iogdom 
c. United :itdtes 
d. Spain 
e. Other (please specify oti. t.he back ot youc dnswer: S h'cit:. l) 

ij. What year 01: !:.chool are you currently in? 
d. 9th OL' helow 
b. 10th 
c. 11th 
d. 12th 
e. 13th 0( aoove 

1 



12. I vish I could have ao.re respect foe myself .. 
a. stron1.1lY agi: eE:! 
b. agree 
c. disagree 
d. strongly disagcee 

1J. All in all, I a11 inclined to fee.! thdt I all d. failure. 
a. stro.ngl.Y agree 
b. agree 
c. disagre~ 
d. strongly disagree 

14. I take a ~ositive dttitude toward ~ys~lf. 
a. strongly agree 
b. agree 
c. disagree 
d. stronyly disagree 

15. In Aesop's f able "The Ant and the Grasshopper", the a~t 
spent his t i me working aDd plann1ng for the tuture, 
while the gcasshopper lived for the moment and eujoyed 
himself. Whicn are you ■ ore like? 
a. t.he ant 
b. t he grasshopper 

3 



i.2- ls it hdrd for you to keep your m1nd on what you dtc teaaiuJ uL 
~tu dying? 

Uo you prefer to baa follower rather than d leader in JCoup 
activities? 

Do you prefer to l~ad a quiet life without gettin~ involvtJ 
.. ~ith people out~ide of home or school? 

Do you take· the ledd in making the plans wuen you dD<l your 
friends want to do something together? 

Do you often make the kind ot plans that can't wor~ out and uctv~ 
tone ~iven up? 

uo you feel very surry tor those vho ace weak aud uu~ur~ ot 
themselves? 

Do you enjoy belonJing to clubs and groupsl 

Do you tcy to ke~p peace no mdttec bov hdrd it is or ~hat you· 
have to do? 

Ace you easily both~red uy noise aAd confusion? 

31. Do you avoid hard physical Kork and anything that takes a iot 
ot effort? 

Do }OU usually feul calm and relaxed? 

J~ . Do you worcy about things that are wcong in the ~orld, such dS 

}uverty or p~ople out of work, eveu if th~y don't att~ct you 
pecsonally? 

;~. Do y~u fael that 1ou n~ed toke~~ busy so you vou•t waste tim~? 

J~. Ar~ you a person who likes to do everything dCcording to a 
~lan or schedul~? 

~b. Are you understdndiug and helpful ~hen someone in tour 
iaruily is ili? 

~7. Do you think thinys out caretully betore you cush into ~o~~thLt.~~ 

JS. Do you try to b~ tirst or oecter taail others in everythiu~ 1ou ~u? 

JY. Would you rather b~ dlone than w1th people? 

~O. Do~s it make yo~ nervo~s to Lide OL drive in tratti~? 

41. Do you execciss d lot to keep in good conditioit? 

42. Are you more excitable thdu most people? 

5 



66. Do many ~eopie think that you dre unable to bav~ de~~ teelings? 

~7. Is it easy for you to let others have their way? 

&B. Can you be a good listene~ wheD so~eoue needs to tdlK about 
himself or. herself? 

o9. Ace yoa always tryin~ to j~t soaeon~ to see thinys the Wd] 
you do? 

70. Do p~o~le think you are a h~rd vorker? 

71. Do you hdVe ~ny nervous hduits like biting youc nail~, tap~ing 
your fool or scratchiny? 

72. Do people turn to you when they ar~ upset oc in tro~ble? 

73. Do you find it harJ to plan your work and finish it on tiw~? 

/4. Do you expect peopla to do what you tell them, dnd to doit 
right avay? 

75. Do you believe that everyone has the right to have d 
second chance? 

76. Do you so~etimes ~et into trouble because you act without 
thinking? 

~hen you are very teose or vocried, do you sometimes get so 
upset that you can't eat? 

l'd. Do you often let !Jeol,)le take advantage of you? 

79. Do you have onl.j one or two friends JOU .lik.t;! to bt:: with? 

oU. .ls it hard fo.r you to celc1x because you need to iceep 
busy all the time? 

31. Are you tempted to s~eod yo~~ money to buy things that you 
~eally don•t need? 

82. Do you like to get up and tdlk before ~eo~le aad take part 
in a good discussion? 

dJ. ~hen you are tense or upset do you eat, drink, or smoke too 
much? 

d4. Are you easily moved to fe~l sorry for someone? 

8~. is it easy for you to Lelax and tall asieep? 

Bb. Would you take a spec1dl interest in helpiag young peopl~ wnu 
are often in trouble? 
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110. Do you have a place foe everythinJ aod t~ep evtirything in 
in its place? 

111. Ar~ you free from prejudices or strong feelings against 
certain races or religions? 

112. Do you feel lite is disappointing and not dil tou thoug~t anu 
hoped it would be? 

113. Can you openly shov love and affection to aeahers of your 
own fa111ily? 

114. Do you sometimes -Jet so emotional that you can't thi.nk 
straigat? 

115. Do you iind it bard to put into words how much you really 
care for so ■ eone? 

11b. Do you usually f~el sure that tbiuy~ vili tutn out all 
right in the future? 

117. Do you find it hard to stop tbinkiug about yourself aDd 
your feelings? 

118. can you be understanding vhen soweoue is lat~ and keeps 
you waiting? 

119. Do you have a deep fear of any animal, thiny, oi- ~lace oecause 
it always ~akes yo~ feel panicky? 

120. Are you guiet and .ceser-v~d in IBanner? 

121. Does anyone ever - complain that you are "bossy"? 

122. Do ~eople sometim~s say that you don't think iu ~ clear, 
logical vay? 

123. it you don•t agre& with someo~e can you tell him or ber so 
without making that persou angcy? 

124. Do you make up iour mind only aftec lookiny at all sides of a 
question? 

1~5. Do you. .find any talk about St:X difficult or embarrassing? 

1~b. Do you lose your- tempec easily? 

127. Ou you express plea.SUI'~ vt,en look.i.ng at Leaut4.tu1 things? 

128. Do you get into a lot of arguments? 

12 9. 00 you sometimes -:jet th€ uneasy feeling that you are be1.ny 
stared at or talked about? 

9 
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153. Whtn you talk, do iou speak vith d great deal ot eotbusiasw 
dnd expression? 

1~4. Have you ever been so aeeply disturbed or trou.:.:,led over somet.r.ill:.J 
that you thought aDout suicide? 

1~5. Do you hold hard feelings or caLcy a grudge? 

156. Do 
ix:i

you 
endly? 

try to make new friends and respond when others ar~ 

., 
15·7_ Are you troubled by a lack of self-confidence? 

1~8. Is it hard for you to ~xfress sympathy tor so~eone vho i~ 
very sad? 

159. Are you logical in the way you think and talk? 

160. Do peo~le think you ar~ patient a.od easy going? 

1bl. Are you easily hu~t or discoux:agtd by criticism? 

162. Do you often tiy to boss or control people aro~nd you? 

1fl3. Do you feel u.ncomioctablE wh.au you are expected to show ha,t>l,Jifit.3s 
over a gift? 

H,4. Are you quick to foryive other people's 111istakes and ball ma111h:rs'.:' 

·}t>S. Do your tcieods thiuk you are d f11 ir- ■inded per-son'f 

166. Do you li.ke to talk a lot7 
J 

167. Do you often feel .ulue or downhearted without knowing why? 

168. Do you wock in Q careful and o~derlJ way? 

169. Do you often misunderstand or get the wro~y meaning out ot Vhdt 
others do and saJ? 

170. Do you sometim~s feel coapietely worn out dnd axhausteJ v~cduse 
you are so upset and vocc ied? 

171. i~ there someone in your family that you critici~e a lot? 

172. Do you f~el shy aud sel.f-conscious with most t,eoplc? 

173. Do you often make such Llunt, cutting remacks that you hurt 
someone's feeliugs? 

I •
174. Do you Smile or laugh d lotl 

175. ln an election are you willing to listt::!Jl to th£ other s.1.Jt cH,u 
at tiae~ the way you vote? 

11 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLL.EGE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: {714) 594-5611 

Prof. L.L. Lacambra 
University of Madrid 
Pabel Ion de Gobierno, Ciudad Uni~ersitarla, 
Madrid 3 

Dear Prof. Lacambra, 

I am an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut, California,. 
. U.S.A. I teach in tile areas of Introduction to Sociology 11 Contemporary 
Social Problems and Marriage and Family Relations. 

I will be taking a Sabbatical leave from September t984 to June 19~5-
As part of my Sabbatical leave I would like to visit your university. 
I would like to interview a Professor in your department who teaches 
some of the same classes that I teach. I would also appreciate the 
opportunity to inter·,iew the Department Head in order to more fully 
understand the University's philosophy of education and curriculum. 

l would also appreciate the opportcnity to sit in on some of the 
various classes in my field and to obtain information on the coursework 
required. ~- .. 

) 'Any suggestions or material 011 cul tura1, political or social events 
that would afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding in 
my particular area •.vould be greatly appreciated. 

J will be in contact with you at a later data with-rnore specific 
details regarding the dates of my visit. 

avid ina 
Instructor of Sociology 
Mt. San Antonio College 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-561 l 

Dear Kurt, 

Greetings from the U.S.A. I hope this letter- finds refreshed from 
the Holiday Season. I had a very relaxing Holiday Season wi-th my fa.-nily. 

I am eagerly awaiting this September, when I will be leaving on my 
Sabbatical. I am anxious to meet you and your family after having 
heard so much about you. 

The emphasis of my Sabbatical as it pertains to my stay with you~ 
will be on studying your culture, the people and a strong emphasis on 
the family. I would appreciate any assistance that you might be able 
to give me in learning more about these particular a!"e·as. I am 
interested in attending cultural, political and social events which 
might broaden my perspective in these: ai:_eas_. 

-
Also d:.iring my visit, I \-Jould be interested in vi.siting various 

Colleges and Universities in order that I might study teaching rr:ethods, 
teach i ng curriculum, Staff Development and other areas: relating to 

• the Educational System in Germany. I am also interested in intervie~-.h1g 
students whose emphasis is in my field so that. l might gain a broac!er 
perspective of the student. 

Tiie hosp i ta 1 it~; which you have extended to me is appred ated more 
than you can know. I truly welcome the opportunity to 1i ve in your 
hon~ with your family and lea~n more of your c~stoms and traditions. 

l wil I be ,.,r it i ng you again with more of the· speci t=•i cs regardi..g 
the exact time and duration of my trip~ 

.. 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CAUFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

Cambridge University December 27.. 1983" 
Secretary of Department of Education 
Trumpington St. 
Cambridge, CB21PT 

Dear Sir, 

tam an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut,. C:alifornia,. 
U.S.A. I teach introduction to Sociology, Contemporary SociaTI Problems,. 
and Marriage and Family Relations. 

I will be taking a- Sabbatical leave from September 198~ to June 1985. 
As part of my Sabbatical project, I would 1 ike to visit Cambrii-dge 
Untversity . If poss ible:, i wouid 1ike to set up a time to hmterview 
you. I desire to learn more about Staff Development/ lnservice Traini;tg fer 
teaching professionals. I would apprecjate the opportunity ro 
observe your various Departments at· the · college and also interview any 
p~rsons responsible for Staff Development. 

I afTI also Interested in learning about courses offered,. -:curriculrJ.-n 
and general philosophy of education at Cambridge. . 

Any suggestions that you might be able to give ·on cultural~ political 
or sociological events that would afford me the opportunity t® gain more 

· understanding in the above mentioned areas would be _greatly a:poreciatec!_ 
l wi 11 be in contact with you at a 1rJter date with more s_pec-i fie 

details as tc when I will be arriving. 

tnstructor of Soc:oiogy 
Mt. SrJn Antonfo Co~ lege 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEliE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

Director Francis Andrieux 
Ut. of Social Sciences 
University of Human Sciences (Strasboug I I) 
22, rue Descartes, 67084 Strasbourg CEDEX 

Dear Professor Andrieux, 

I am an instructor at ·Mt. San Antonio College in Walnu~~ Califoinia, 
U.S.A. I teach in-the areas of Introduction to Sociology. Contemporary 
Social Problems and Marriage and Fami?y Relations. · 

I will be taking a Sabbatical leave from September· 1984 to June 19~5. 
As part of my Sabbatical leave I would like to visit your university. 
I would 1 ike to interview a Professor in your department who teaches 
some of the same ciasses that l -teach. I would also appreciate the 
opportunity to interview the Department Head in order to more fully 
understand the University's philosophy of education and curricutum. 

I would also ,3pprecJ-ate th~ opportunity to sit in on some. of the 
various classes in my field and to obtain information on the coursework 
required. "" .· .. .. 

Any suggestions or material on cultural, political or soc ual events 
that would afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding in 
my particular area vrould be greatly appreciated. 

I will be in contact with you at a later date with.more. specifi~ 
details regarding the dates of my visit. 

Medi a 
' 

Instructor of Sociology 
Mt. San Antonio College 

./ 



MT. _. SAN -ANT-ONID :_:COLLEGE 
·1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • ·WALNUT, CALIFORNIA '.91789". . . 

--Telephone: (714) 594•5611 

• 
I 

Professor Gerd Heinrich 
Department of. Adult Education 
College of Education, Berlin 
Malteserstaasse 74-100, 1 Berlin 46 

Dear Professor Heinrich, 

f am an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut,. California, 
U. S.A. I teach in the area of Introduction to Sociology~ Contemporary 
Social Problems and Marriage and Family Relations. 

t wi 11 be taking a Sabbatical leave from Septembe:- 1984 to June 1985. 
As part cf my Sabbatical Project, I would like to visit your Universit}·. 
i ~JOuld 1 ike to interview the Department Head to learn more about Staff 
Development/ lnservice Training for teaching professfonals at the -~ 
equivc;lent of the High School and Co.llege level in the United States. 
I would arpreciate the opportunity to observe various departments at 
you r University and interview persons responsible for. staff development. 

Any suggestions or material on cultural, political or social 
events that ~Jould afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding 
in my part i cular area would be greatly appreciated • . 

I wi 11 be in contact with you at a 1ater date with more specific 
detai 1s regarding the dates of my visit. 

lnstructQr of Sociology 
Mt. San Antonio College 

r 

• 

.--
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MT. SAN ANTDNIO _COLLEGE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

Ms. Elizabeth Farley 
42 Fern Ave. 
Bishop Briggs, Blasgow, Scotland 

Dear Elizabeth, 

Greetings to you from the U.S.A. I hope this letter finds you 
and your family well. 

I Qm the friend of Tony and Linda Bakonis who \-lil 1 be traveling 
in Switzerland on a Sabbatical leave. I understand that you have 
been corresponding with them regarding my visit. I sincerely 
appreciate your hospitality. I greatly look forward to meeting 
you and your fami 1y and staying in your· home. My emphasis in 

) ffi)' teaching in the United States arid also my emphasis on my trip 
i·s studying other family cultures. You are ,:3ffording me a rare 
apport unity in allowing me to live with your famiiy and to experience 
your customs and traditions with you. For this opportunity, I 
am greatly indebted to you . 

The emphasis of my Sabbatical as it pertains to my stay with yc.u, 
will be on studying your culture. I would appreciate any assista,,ce that 
you might be able to give me in learning more about the culture of 
your co1.1ntry. I am interested in attending cultural• political anci 
socia! event:; which might broaden my perspective of you"r cu:ture. ~ 

Also during my visit, I am interested in visiting various ColTeges 
and Universities in order that I might study t~ching metho:!.!:>, cur-riculum, 
Staff Development and other areas relating to the Educational System• . 

I wi 11 be writing to you again with more specific detai 1 s regarcHng.
the date and duration of my stay • 

.. . . •... 

David Me ina 
-· 



. . 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

Professor R. Shapira 
American Friends o-f Tel Aviv University 
]900 Avenue of the Stars 
Los Angeles, California 90067 

Dear Professor Shapira; 

I am an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College. I teach in the areas 
of Introduction to Sociology, Contemporary Social Problems and Harriage 
and Family Relations . 

As part of my Sab batical Project from September j384 to June ]985, 
I would like to visit the American Friends of Tel Aviv University. 
More speci fi cally~ I ,vould 1ike to interview you as a Professor and 
Head of the Schooi 0F Education • . I desire to ·1earn abcut Staff OeveToprnen.::/ 
lnservice Training for teaching professionals. I would app:--ecrate · 
the opportunity to observe your various ~Departments and interview any · ~ 
persons responsible for Steff Development.) 

Any suggastions on cultural, pol iticat or sociological events that 
woul<l afford me th~ opport~nity to gain more understanding in the abov~ 
nientioned areas would be greatly appreciated. 

I wi 11 be in contact with you at a later date \-lith more specifics 
.:is to when we may schedule this interview. • 

I si ncerely apprectate any assistance that yo~ may be able to give 
me in cor:iplet i ng thl ;; project. 

David a 
Instructor .of Sociology ... 
Mt" San Antonio Coliega 

...../ 

https://Instructor.of
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

) 

Professor Pierre Fougeyrollas, Head 
Deptartment of Sociology 
University of Paris VI I 
2, place Jussieu, 75221 Paris CEDEX 05 

Dear Professor Fougeyrollas, 

1 am an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut, California, 
U.S.Ao I teach in the areas of Introduction to Sociology, Contemporary 
Social Problems and Marriage and Family Relations. 

I will be taking a Sabbatical leave from September 1984 to June 19~5. 
As part of my Sabbatical leave I would 1ike to visit your university. 
I would like to in terview a Professor in your department who teaches 
some of the same classes that I teach. I would also appreciate the 
opportunity to interview the Department Head in order to more fully 
understand the University's philosophy of education and curriculum. 

I would also app~eciate the opportunity to sit in on some of the 
various classes in my field and to obtain information on the coursework 
required. .. 

Any suggestions or material on cultural, political or social events 
that would afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding in 
my particular area would be greatly appreciated. 

I will be in contact with you at a later date with more specific 
details regarding the dates of my visit. 

Instructor of Sociology 
Mt. San Antonio College 



_

MT. SAN· ANT.ONI □:-~ tOLLEG-E 
· 1100 NORTH GRAND AVENl)E • ·.WALNUT, CALIFORNIA~ 91789 

.. Telephone: (714) 594-~61 T_ 

.. 
. . 
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_j 

Professor Guy Beauguion, Head 
Center for Lifelong Learning 
University of Nice 
Pare Valrose, 06034 Nice CEDEX 

, 

Dear Professor Beauguion, 

I am an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut 7 California~ 
U.S.A. I teach in the area of Introduction to s·ocio1ogy 2 Contemporary 
Social Proble~s and Marriage and Family Relations. 

twill be taking a Sabbatical leave from September 1984 to June 19-85. 
As part cf m, Sabbatical Project, I would like to visit your University. 
I would like to interview the Department Head to learn more about Staff 
Development/ lnservice Training for teaching professionals at the 
equivalent of tha High School and Colle~e level in the United States. 
I would appreciate the opportun l ty to obs~rve various departments at 
your University and interview persons responsible for staff development. 

Any suggestions or material on cultural, political or sociai 
events that would afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding 
in my particular area would be greatly appreciated. 

I will be in contact with you at a later date with more specific 
details regarding the dates of my visit. 

Instructor of Sociology 
Mt. San Anton~o Co11ege 

.. 

_... 
.. 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
1100 NORTH 'GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

Kings College December 27, 1983 
Professor Kenneth Charlton 
Strand, London WC2R2LS 

Dear Professor Charlton, 

tam an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College. teach in the area of 
Introduction to Sociology, Contemporary Social Problems and Marriage

) and Family Relations. 
I will be taking a Sabbatical leave from September 1984 to June 1985. 

As· part of my Sabbatical project I would like to visit Kings College. 
More specifically, l would 1ike to interview you as both professor and 
Dean of the School of Education. I desire to learn more about Staff 
Development/ lnservice Training for teaching professionals. ! would 
appreciate the opportunity to observe your various Departments at the 
college and also interview any persons ~esponsible for Staff Development. 

I am interested in courses offered, ·curriculum, and general 
philosophy of education at your college. 

Any suggestions on cultur~l, political or sociological events that 
would afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding in the above 
mentioned areas would be greatly appreciated. 

_ I will be in contact with you at a later date with more specific 
details as to when I will be arriving. 

Instructor of Sociology 
Mt. San Antonio College 



MT. SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: (714) 594-5611 

Dr. Menechem Friedman 
Bar-llan University 
Ramat-Ga11, Israel 

,. 
Dear Dr. Menechem Friedman; 

I am an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut, California, 
United States of America. I teach in the areas of lntroduction to 
Sociology. Contemporary Social Problems and Marriage and Family Relations. 

twill be taking a Sabbatical leave from September 1984 to June 1985. 
As part of my Sabb'atical project I would 1ike to visit the Bar-Jlan 
University. I would 1ike to interview you during my visit» I desire to 
get a better understanding of the . current status of Sociology and methods 
of teaching used in University. _ 

I would like to visit classrooms and obtain course material which.) relate to my field. In particular, I would appreciate the opportunity 
to attend some of your classes and get inform.3tion on the coursework 
required. t am particularly interested in the following classes which. 
you teach: Trends in Social Theory 

Family lnstitutions 
Sociology of Religion 

Any suggest ion or mater i a 1 on cul tura I, political or soc.ia1 event'i 
that would afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding in the 
above mentioned areas would be greatly appreciated. 

I wi 11 be i Ii contact with you at a 1ater date wlth cnore speci -fies_ 
regarding the dates of my visit. . 

I sincerely appreciate any assistance that you m!!Y be aM.e to gi·,rc 
me in completing this project. 

Instructor of Sociology 
Mt. San Antonio College 

--:....... 

- . .,, 
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MT. SAN ANTONIO;G□ LLEGE 
·1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • -WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789· 

• .Telephone: (714) 594~~6 ll 

• 

Professor Eladio Fernandez Sierra, Dieector 
Teacher Training S. 
Pontifical University of Salamanca 
Calle Compania 1, Salamanca 

Dear Professor Sierra, 

am an instructor ;3t Mt. San Antonio Col legE~ in Walnut. California, 
U.S.A. I teach in the arna of Introduction to _Sociology. Contemporary 
Social Problems and Marriage and Family Relations. 

I will be taking a Sabbatical leave from Septembert984 to June 1985. 
P,s par t of my Sabbatical Project, I would 1 ike to . visit your University. 
I would 1:ke to interview the Department Head to learn more about Staff 
Development/ lnservice Training for .teaching professionals at the __ _ 
equ i va 1en t of the High Schoo1 and Cci 11 ege 1eve1 in the United States. 
l 'rlo~ld apprec.:iate the opport1.mi ty to observe various departments at · 
your University .=.:nd interview persons responsible ~r staff development. 

Any suggestions or material on cultural, politic3l or social 
even t s that would afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding 
in r.iy particular area would be greatly appreciated. 

I wi 1i be in contact with you at a later date with more specific 
dc t ~i Is regarding the dates of my visit. 

Sociology 
t',t. San Antonio College 

https://opport1.mi
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MT. SAN· ANT-DNID -C·OLLEGE-
1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CAUFORNIA--91789 

-Telephone: (714) 594-5_61 l 

_i.. 

Professor Maria Teresa Latorre Tuduri, Director 
Department of Teacher Training 
University Automornous of Madrid 
Ciudad Universitaria de Cantoblanco, Madrid 34 

Dear Professor Tuduri, 

I am an instructor at Mt. San Antonio College in Walnut, Cal iforn:ia, 
U.S.A. I teach in the area of Introduction to Sociology, Contemporary 
Social Problems and Marriage and Family Relations. 

r will be taking a Sabbatical leave from Septem~er 1984 to June 1985. 
As part of my Sabbatical Project, I would like to visit your University. 
I would like to interview the Department Head to learn more about Staff 
Development/ lnservice Training for·teaching professionals at the _ 
equivalent of the High School and College level in the United States. 
I would appreciate the opportunity to observe various departments at 
your University and interview persons responsible for staff development. 

Any suggestions or material on cultural, political or social 
events that \'JOuld afford me the opportunity to gain more understanding 
in my parLicular area would be greatly appreciated. 

I will be in contact with you at a later date with more specific 
details regarding the dates of my visit. 

avid Medina 
Instructor of Sociology 
Mt. San Antonio College 

" 

j 



MT. _SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 

1100 NORTH GRAND AVENUE • WALNUT, CALIFORNIA 91789 

Telephone: 714/594-561 l 

TO: Whom It May Concern 

FROM: Carter Doran 
Dean of Humanities and Social Sciences~ 

DATE: September 7, 1984 

RE: DAVID J. MEDINA 
Sociology Scholar 
Mt. San Antonio College 

This is to introduce DAVID J. MEDINA, Sociology Instructor at Mt. San 
Antonio College. 

Mr. Medina has been a faculty member at Mt. San Antonio College for eight 
years, and I would appreciate any courtesy which may be extended to him 
during his research and travel sabbatical during the 1984-1985 school year. 

Thank you very much. 



King's College Londo11 

Strand, London WC2R 2LS 

Telephone 01-836 5454 

Faculty of Education Professor David N. Aspin, RA., Ph.D. 
Head of Department 

23 February 1984 
Dear Mr. Medina, 

I am writing to you instead of Professor Charlton who retired as Head of 
Department last October. I also write to you as Chairman of the King's College 
Academic Board Standing Committee on Academic Staff Development. 

I am interested to hear of your Sabbatical leave and of the topics you propose 
to explore during it and I should certainly be very happy to see you at any time 
you cared to visit King's College in our next academic year. Perhaps nearer the 
time you would contact me with a specific proposal as to date and time of day; 
it would be helpful if 

0 

you could offer some alternatives, and perhaps where I 
may c9ptact you. I ~11 then respond and hope to arrange a meeting between us. 

) .. 
I have also passed your letter to my colleague Mr. G. J. Whitty who, 

you will doubtless know, is our expert in the Sociology of-Education, and 
with whom I do not. doubt you will have some interests in oommon. 

Yours sincerely, 

,,. 

Professor David N. Aspin 

Mr. David Medina, 
Instructor of Sociology, 
Mt. San Antonio College, 
1100 North Grand Avenue, 
Walnut, 
California 91789, 
USA. 

•. 
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